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A process which has been the means of throwing much 
light on problems in vegetable physiology and agricultural 
chemistry, namely, a comparison of the analyses of a 
plant and of its separate members in different stages of 
growth, has been applied to fifteen familiar species of 
grasses, and the results are tabulated and briefly dis
cussed. 

Many useful suggestions, some of them of the highest 
practical importance, are to be met with in these pages. 
Here is one by Prof. Asa Gray which refers to the 
Teosinte, or Guatemala grass, Eudt!emw luxuria11s, a 
native of Mexico and Central America, and has the true 
ring of progress about it:-

" To make the Teosinte a most useful plant in Texas 
and along our whole south-western border the one thing 
needful is to develop early-flowering varieties, so as to get 
seed before frost. And this could be done without doubt 
if some one in Texas or Florida would set about it. 
V/hat it has taken ages to do in the case of Indian corn, 
in an unconscious way, might be mainly done in a 
human lifetime by rightly directed care and vigorous 
selection." 

This volume is highly creditable to its authors, and it 
adds one more to the many useful publications which 
have emanated from the United States Department of 
Agriculture. \V. FREAJ\1 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE C£CJLIANS 

I N a letter recently published in the Arbeiten aus dem 
zoologisch-zootomisdten lizstitut in TVzirzburg, 

Messrs. P. B. and C. F. Sar8.sin give a preliminary 
account of the development of Lpio-ium .1.;lutinosum as 
observed at Peraderinia in Ceylon, where these naturalists 
have taken up their quarters near the celebrated Botanical 
Gardens. Since the original discovery by J ohanncs 
Muller of the larval form of the Cecilians, almost the 
only information obtained on this important subject is a 
short account of the gilled larvce of C{eci!ia compressi
cauda by Peters, founded on specimens procured by 
Jelski in Cayenne. 

The brothers Sarasin show that i<_picrium is not vivi
parous, as is Ca:cilia, but oviparous. In the most 
advanced stage before hatching the embryo is provided 
with very long blood-red external gill-filaments, and has 
also a distinct tail with a strong fin. The gill-filaments 
are shed previous to the hatching, after which the young 
Ccecilians make their way to the neighbouring stream, 
and live in the water, breathing by means of gill·slits. 
After they leave the water their gill-slits close up, and 
they breathe by lungs. The brothers Sarasin compare 
these Cecilians to U rodeles, in that they pass through 
the perennibranchiate stage in the egg. As they 
are derotrematous, and in the adult stage become true 
land-animals like Salamanders. Our authors also show 
that the spermatozoon has a spiral filament, and that 
there is a fourth gill-arch, fr.om which the pulmonary 
artery is given off. Both these facts tend to show that 
the Ccecilians are more nearly allied to the U rodeles 
than to the Anurous Amphibians. 

THE BRITISH ASSOCiATION 
REPORTS 

Fiftlt Report if tlte Committee, consisting of liir. R Etheridge, 
,Mr. T/wmas Gray, a111l Prof Yoltn llii!m (Seuetary), appoint,d 
for tlte purpose of inz•estigating the Eartltqual·e Phcnmzena of 
yapan. (Drawn up by tlte Seoe.'<!!)).-On account of an 
excursion which I have the intention of making during the 
coming summer to Australia and New Zealand, I am compelled 
to draw up this report a month earlier th'm usual. As the only 
time when the work of attending to observations and experi· 
ments repays itself is during the winter months, I may safely say 
that my intention of shortening the time usually devoted to 

earthquake o1Jservations is not likely to involve any serious loss. 
The number of earthquakes felt during corresponding periods in 
two previous years and this last year were respectively twenty-six, 
thirty-nine, and eighty, and not only have the earthquakes been 
numerous, but some of them have been pretty stiff, as is testified 
by the fact that on several occasions chimneys fell and walls 
were cracked. The work done during the last year is briefly as 
follows:-

S ,isJJdC E.xperimmts.-Seismic experiments were commenced 
in conjunction with Mr. T. Gray in r88o. The movements 
then recorded were produced by allowing a heavy ball, 1710 lbs. 
in weight, to fall from various heights up to thirty-five feet. 
Subsequently many experiments were made by exploding 
charges of dynamite and gunpowder placed in bore-holes. 
During the last year, whilst working up the long series of 
records which accumulated, several l>lhoratory experiments were 
made to investigate the methods to be employed when analysing 
the diagrams of earth motion. The first of these experiments 
r.onsisted in projecting a small ball from the top of a tall flat 
vertically·placed spring, and at the same time causing the spring 
to draw a diagram of its motion. From the distance the ball 
was thrown its initial velocity could be calculated. From the 
diagram, either by calculation on the assumption of simple 
harmonic motion or by direct measurement, the maximum 
velocity of movement could be obtained. These three quantities 
practically agreed. The most important result obtained by 
these experiments was that they indicated an important element 
to be calculated in earthquake or dynamite diagmms, and, 
further, that in these diagrams the first sudden movement, which 
invariably has the appearance of a quarter-oscillation, ought 
apparently to be considered as a semi-oscillation. The second 
set of experiments consisted in determining the q J.antity to be 
calculated from an earthquake diagram which would give a 
meamre of the overturning or shattering power of a 
For this purpose a light strip of wood was caused by means of a 
strong spiral spring and a heavy weight to move horiZJntally back 
and forth with the period of the spring. On this strip small 
columns of wood were stoocl on end, and it was determined how 
far the spring hac! to be deflected ancl then suddenly released to 
cause overturning. The more important results of all these 
experiments arc :-

I. Effect of GrJJmd on Vzbration.-(1) Hills have but little 
effect in stopping vibr<>tions. (z) Excavations exert consider
able influence in stopping vibrations. (3) In soft clamp ground 
it is easy to produce vibrations of large amplitude and consider
able duration. (4) In dry ground an explosion of 
dynamite yields a disturbance of large amplitude but of short 
duration. (5) In soft ro"k it is difficult to produce a disturbance 
the amplitude of which is sufficiently great to be recorded on an 
ordinary seismograph. 

II. General Charader of ftfotion.-(r) The pointerof a seismo· 
graph with a single index first moves in a normal direction, after 
which it is suddenly deflected. and the resc1lting diagram yields a 
figure partially dependent on the relative phases of the normal and 
transverse motion. These phases are in turn dependent upon 
the distance of the seismograph from the origin. (2) A bracket 
sei;mograph indicating normal motion at a given station com
mences its indications before a similar seismograph arranged to 
write transverse motion. {3) If the diagrams yielded by two 
such seismographs be compounded, they yield figures containing 
loops and other irregularities not unlike the fignres yielded by 
the seismograph with the single index. (4) Near to an origin, 
the first movement will be in a straight line outwards from the 
origin; subsequently the motion may be elliptical, like a figure 8, 
and irregular. The general direction of motion, is, however, 
normal. (5) Two points of ground only a few feet apart may 
not synchronise in their motions. (6) Earthquake motion is 
probably not a simple harmonic motion. 

III. Normal A£ution. -( r) Ncar to an origin the first motion is 
outwards. At a distance from an origin the first motion may 
be inwards. (2) At stations near the origin the motion inwards 
is greaLr than the motion outwards. At a distance the inwards 
and outwards motion are practically equal. (3) At a station 
near the origin, the second or third wave is usually the largest, 
after which the motion dies clown very rapidly in its amplitude, 
the motion inwards decreasing more rapidly than the motion 
outwards. (4) Roughly speaking the amplitude of normal 
motion is inverciely as the distance from the origin. (5) At a 
station near an origin the period of the waves is at first short. 
It becom2s longer as the disturbance dies out. (6) The semi-
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osci ll ations inwards are described more rapidly than those out· 
wards. (7) As a disturbance radiates the period increases. 
Finally it becomes equal to the period of the transverse motion. 
From this it may be inferred that the greater the initic.l di,turb
ance the greater the frequency of waves. (8) Certain of the 
inward motions of "shock" have the appearance of having 
been descrihed in less than no time. (9) The first outwards 
motion, which on diagrams has the appearance of a quarter
wave, must be regarded as a 'erni-oseillation. (10) The waves 
on the diagrams taken at different stat ions do not correspond. 
(II) At a station near the origin, a notch in the crest of a wave 
of shock gradually increa'ies '"' the disturbance spreads, ' o that 
at a second station the wave with a notch has split up into two 
waves. (12) Near the origin the normal motion has a definite 
commencement. At a distance the motion commences irregu
larly, tl1e maximum motion being reached gradually. 

IV. Transverse liiotion.-(1) Near to an origin the transverse 
motion commences definitely hut irregula rl y. (2) Like the 
normal motion, the first two or three movements are decided, 
and their amplitude slightly exceeds that of those which follow. 
(3) The amplitude of transverse motion as the disturbance 
radiates decreases at a slower rate than that of the normal 
motion. (4) As a disturbance dies ou t at any particular station 
the period decreases. (S) As a disturbances radiates the period 
increases. This is equivalent to an increase in period as the 
intensity of the initial disturbance increases. (6) As we recede 
from an origin the commencement of the transverse motion 
becomes more indefinite. 

V. Rdatio11 of Normal to Tratm•erse ,11otion.-(r) ]\-ear to an 
origin the am plitude of normal motion is much greater than that 
of the transverse motion. (2) As the disturbance racliates, the 
amplitude of the transverse motion decreases a t a slower rate than 
that of the normal motion , so that at a certain distance they may 
be equal to each other. (3) I\ ear to an origin the period of the 
transverse motion may .be double that of the normal motion ; 
but as the disturbance dies out at any given stat ion, or as it 
radiates, the periods of these two sets of vibrations approach 
each other. 

VI. lVIoximum Vdocily and Intmsity of 31<'C!t/Jieltf.-(r) An 
earth particle usually reaches its maximum velocity during the 
first inward movement. A high velocity is, howeve:·, 
attained in the first outward semi-osci llation . (2) The intensity 
of an earthquake is best measured by its destructive power in 
overturning, shattering, or projecting various bodies. ( 3) The 
value 

- - -(I - COS 0) 
v2 = + bt X cos"ll 

used by ;\lallet and other seismologists to express the velocity of 
shock as determined from the dimensions of a body which has 
hee n overturnecl, is a quantity not obtainable from an earthquake 
diagram. It represents the effect of a sudden impulse. (4) In 
an earthquake a body is overturned or shattered by an accelera
ti on , j, which quantity is calculabl e for a body of definite 
dimensions. The quantity f as obtained from an earthquake 

diagram lies and .:-'2, where v ·is the maximum velo-
t a 

city, tis the quarter-period, and a is the nmplitude. (5) The 
.. t' I I 't . . h l ., 2 1 . l Ill I 1a ve 0c1 y g1ven m t e onnu a v· = -·-b"" \ or 1onzonta pro-

jection ) used by Mallet as identical with v0 in 3, are not identical 
quantities. (6) In discussing the intensity of movement I have 

used the values \": . (7) 'I he intensity of an earthquake at first 
a 

decreases rapidly as the disturbance radiates ; subsequen tly it 
decreases more slowly. (8 ) A curve of intensities deduced from 
observations at a SLtfflcicnt num!Jcr of stations would furnish the 
means of approximately calculating an absolute value for the 
in tensity of an earthquake. · 

VII. Votiral JJ(,tiou,-(1) In soft ground vertical motion 
appears to be a free surface-wave which outraccs the horizontal 
component of motion. (2) Verti cal mot ion commences with 
small rapid vibrations, and ends with vibrations which are long 
and slow. (3) Hig;h velccitics of tra nsit may be obtained by 
the observation of this component of motion. It is possibly an 
explanation of the preliminary tremors of an earthquake and the 
sound phenomenon. (4) The ampli tude and period of vertical 
waves as observed at the same or d ifferen t stations have been 
measured. 

VIII. Ve!ocity.-(l) The velocity of transit decreases as a 

disturbance radia tes. (2) C\ ear to an ori gin the velocity of 
t ransit varies with the intensi ty of the initial disturbance. (3) 
The rate at which the normal motion on traees the transver.'e 
motion is not constant. (4) As the amplitude and period of the 
normal motion approach in value to those of the 
motion, so do the velocities of transit of these motions approach 
each other. (5) That the ratio of the speed of normal ancl 
transverse motions is not constant is shown from a table of these 
velocities calculated for different rocks from their moduli of 
elasticity. 

IX. lrliscel!aNtous.-(l) At the time of an earth-disturbance, 
currents are produced in telegraph lines. (2) The exceedingly 
rapid decrease in the intensity of a disturbance in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the epicentrum has been illustratccl by a 
diagram. (3) F or the duration of a d isturhancc due to a given 
impulse in different kinds of ground, reference must be made to 
the detai led descriptions of the first four sets of experiment;; . 

Experiments on a Building to usist Earthquake Lllotiott. -II> 
the Report of last year I clescribecl a hou;·c which rested at its 
foundations upon cast-iron balls. These ball s were ro-ineh 
shell. The reco rds obtained from an instrument' placed inside 
this house showed that, although it was subjected to consider
able movement at the time of an earthquake, rt ll sudJm motion 
had been destroyed. Although the balls did very much to 
mitigate earthquake motion, wind and other causes produced 
movements of a far more serious nature than the earthquake. 
To give greater steadiness to the house, 8-inch balls were tried, 
and then l-inch balls. Finally the house was rested at each of 
its piers upon a handful of cast-iron shot, each t -inch in 
diameter. By this means the building has been rendered 
astatic, and, in consequence of the great increase in rolling 
friction, sufficiently stable to resist all effec ts like thogc of wind. 
The shot rest between flat iron plates. That the house had 
peculiar foundations woulcl not be not iced unless specially 
pointed out. From these experiments it seems evident that it 
is poss ibl e to huild light one-storied structures of wood or irun 
in which, relatively to other houses, hut little m ovement will he 
felt. 

Obse,..zJations in a Pit wfi'd Jeep. - The instrument placed in 
this pit is simila r to all the other instruments, and is installecl in 
a similar position. Comparing the maximum amplitudes, maxi
mum velocit ies, and maximum accelerations obtained in the pit 
with those obta ined at about thirty feet distance, they are for 
one particular earthquake respectively in the ratios of I : 43, 
! :52, and I : 82, ln most earthquakes the extent of motion has 
been too small to admit of measurement, and that there 
been any movement could only be detected by holding the plate 
on which the record was written up to the light and g lancing 
along it lengthways, This tends to confirm the 
view which I have previomly put forward, that an earth'luaJ.-e 
at a short distance from its cpicentrum is practically a su rface 
disturbance, principally consisting of horizon tal movements. 
The ve rtical motion is small, anrl is best seen in the prelimine.ry 
tremors either of :m actual cartliqnake or of a dynamite ex
plosion. From n. practical point of view these results must be of 
the greatest importance to those who h:wc to erect heavy 
strU CtUJ·cs tn CO.rthCjttake c\istriets. 

JJuildi11.gJ in Earthquake Co111ztrits.-.J,.> dur ing t}1e last fe w 
years so much destruction b oth to life and property has taken 
place in various parts of Europe, it seems that an epitome of the 
results of observations and experiments carried on in J apan 
relative to const rnct ion in seism ic di>tricts migh t not only he 
interesting, but possibly it might also be of practical value. 
\-Vhen erecting a building it appears that we ought firs t to reduce 

' as far as possible the quantity of motion which ordinary 
build ings receive; and, second, to constrnct a building so that 
it will resist that portion of the momentum wh ich we are unable 
to keep out. To reduce .the momentum which usually reaches a 
buil cli ng the following may he done: -

(I) I nstitute a .seismic survey of the district or area in which it 
is intended to build, and select a site where experimen t sho11 s 
that the motion is relatively small. (2) For heavy buildings 
adopt deep foundations (perhap with lateral freedom) , or at 
least let the building be fo unded on the hardest and most solicl 
ground. It is perhaps because the tops of the hills in T ok io 
are ha rder than the plains that they have rel atively the least 
m ot ion. A building only jartial(v isolated may he exceedingly 
dangerous from the fact tha t motion entering in the unprotected 
side wiU make the excavations (cutt ings, valleys , &c.) upon the 
opposite side into free 5mfaccs which will sw ing forward through 
a range greater than they would have swung had the excavat ions 
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not existed. (3) For light buildings, especially if erected on 
soft ground, where the range of motion is always great, if the 
structure rests on layers of fine cast-iron shot, it cannot possibly 
receive the same momentum as.a building attached to the moving 
ground. To resist the effects of momentum which canuot be cut 
off a bnilding : (I) Bear in mind the fact that it is chiefly stresses 
and strains which are applied horizontally to a building which 
have to be encountered. A vertical line of openings like doors 
or windows in a building constitute a vertical line of weakness 
to horizontally-applied forces. (2) Avoid coupling together two 
portions of a building which have different vibrational periods, 
or which from their position are not Hi-ely to synchronise in 
their motion. If such parts of a building of necessity be 
joined, let them be so joined that the connecting link will force 
them to vibrate as a whole, and yet resist fracture. Brick 
chimneys in contact with the framing of a wooden roof are apt 
to be shorn off at the point where they pass through the roof. 
Light archways connecting heavy piers will be cracked at the 
crown. To obviate destruction due to these causes a system of 
construction similar to that to be seen in several of the buildings 
of San Francisco, Tokio, and Yokohama may be adopted. This 
essentially consists of tieing the building together at each floor 
with iron and steel tie-rods crossing each other from back to 
front and from side to side. (3) Keep the centre of inertia of a 
building or its parts as low as possible. Heavy tops to chimneys, 
heavy copings, and balustrades on walls and towers, heavy roofs 
and the like are all of serious danger to the portion of the struc· 
ture by which they are supported. When the lower part of a 
building is moved, the upper part by its inertia tending to remain 
behind often results in serious fractures. All the chimneys in 
Tokio and Yokohama which have fallen in consequence of their 
ornamental heads have been replaced by shorter and thicker 
chimneys without the usual coping. The roof of a portion of 
the Engineering College rests loosely on its walls, and has 
therefore a certain freedom. In Manila many heavy roofs have 
been replaced by roofs of sheet iron. Walls may be lightened 
in their upper parts by the use of hollow bricks. Such vertical 
motion as may exist is also partly obviated by light superstruc
tures. Vertically-placed iron tie-rods give additional security. 
If these and other rules which are the result of experiment and 
observation could be adopted in earthquake countries, it is 
certain that the loss of life and property might be greatly 
diminished. 

Earth T. emors and Earth Pulsatti:ms.-Notwitbstanding 
the untrustworthiness of level observations, they neverthe
less have given results of interest. (I) The bubbles from 
time to time move back and forth without apparent reason. 
Considerable changes have sometimes been observed before an 
earthquake (2) The greatest movement of the bubble of a level 
takes place the colder part of the year, which is the 
season of earthquakes, and also the season when the barometric 
gradient between Siberia and the Pacific is the steepe-t. (3) 
The bubble of a level continues to move long after the sensible 
motion of · an earthquake has ceased, enabling us to study the 
slow movements which bring an earthquake to a close. (4) 
When the barometer is very low, as, for instance, during a 
typhoon. the bubble of a level may be distinctly seen to pulsate 
back and forth through a range of about ·5 mm. In September 
of last year, in conjunction with Mr. W. Wilson, C. E., and Mr. 
Mana, of the Imperial College of Engineering, I carried an 
instrument to the summit of Fujiyama, which is about I2,365 feet 
in height, where I succeeded after many failures in recording 
automatically earth tremors and eanh pulsations. But we were 
unable to remain for more than five days. 

The results of interest connected with these observations 
are :-(.I) That the movelllents on the top of the mountain were 
much greater than those which I usually observe in Tokio. (2) 
The tremors, or slight swing·like movements of the instrument, 
did not accou!pany the wind. (3) That during the 
heavy south and south-east gales the direction of displacement 
of the pointer was towards the south-cast, which is the same 
result as would be obtained if the bed-plate of the instrument 
were raised on the south·east side, or if the mountain had tipped 
over to the north-wet!. My colleague, Mr. T. Alexander, 
treating Fuji as a conical solid made of brick, with a wind·load 
of so lbs. on the square foot, found the slope and deflection of a 
point 100 feet below the apex of the cone. This calculated 
slope was two or three times greater than the greatest deflection 
which I measured. As it is difficult to imagine that a mountain 
could suffer deflection by a wind pressure, I will not insist upon 

the fact that deflection actually occurred. It is certainly curious 
that the results of calculation and observation should point HI the 
same direction. 

of the Committee on Electrical Standards, consisting of 
Prof. G. C. Fosttr, Sir PV. Thomson, Prof. Ayrton, Prof. 7. 
Perry, Prof. PV. G. Adams, Lord .Rayleigh, Prof. 0. :J. Lodge, 
Dr. :John .ffopkimon, Dr. A. Muirhead, llfr. Pr,ece, Mr. H. 
Taylor, Prof. Everett, Prof. Schusttr, Dr. :J. A. Fleming, 
Prof. G. F. Fitzgtrald, Mr. R. T. Glaz.brook, Prof. Chrystal, 
Mr. H. Tomlinson, and Prof. Barnett, with lllr. Glazebrook as 
Secretary.-The Committee reported that the Secretary has had 
constructed a series of coils to .serve as standards in terms of the 
legal ohm. These standards, in accordance with the resolution 
of the Committee, were con tructed on the supposition that the 
value of the legal ohm is I ·oii2 B.A. units. The comparisons 
were made by the methods given in the reports for 1885 and 
1884, and the values found were-

No. Temperature 
100 "9995I5 14"I 
101 "998845 I4"1 
102 10"00415 16"7 
103 10"00352 16"75 
104 I00"0304 16·o5 
10S 100"0436 16·o5 
106 1000"694 I7"4 
107 1000"677 17"45 
108 10oo6 ·8 17"35 
109 1ooo6·8 17"35 

These standards have also been compared with mercury-tube 
'esistances constructed by Mr. Benoit,. of Paris, and a difference 
of "00049 legal ohm was found. The legal ohm standards, as 
constructed by the Committee, exceed by this amount those 
constructed in Paris. Six coils have been compared with the 
s.tandards during the year, and the values are given. The Com· 
mittee hope that arrangements may be made for issuing standards 
of electromotive force, and for constructing and issuing standards 
of capacity. In conclusion, they ask to be reappointed, with 
the addition of the names of Prof. J. J. Thomson and Mr. W. 
N. Straw, with a renewal of the unexpended grant of Sol. 

Report on Electrical Theories, by Prof. J. J. Thomson.-This 
report deals ,,xclusively with those theories which only profess 
to give mathematical expressions for the forces due to a distribu· 
tion of currents. Those theories which profess to give mechanical 
explanation of these ·forces are not considered. There was not 
sufficient time to consider both classes of theories, and it is evident 
that the mathematical theory must be settled before we can get 
a satisfactory mechanical one. As to the general result of the 
inquiry, we may say that all that has been proved is that it is 
absolutely necessary to take into · account the currents in the 
dielectric ; and tha,t the action of these, as well as other currents, 
must be given by some form of the potential theory-that is, the 
theory propounded by F. E. Neumann and generalised by Von 
Helmholtz. But nothing definite is known as to what we shonld 
take as the measure of these electric currents, which of the 
many forms of the potential theory is the right one. We hardly 
require experimental proof that alteration in the polarisation of 
the dielectric, at any rate if the dielectric be other than the 
ether, produce effects analogous to those produced by an ordinary 
current flowing through a conductor. For the polarisation of a 
dielectric by an electromotive force produces a change in the 
structure of the dielectric. This is shown by the alteration in 
volume experienced by glass and other bodies when placed in 
the electric field, and also by the breaking down of the dielectric 
when the strength of the field is great enough. Now, if we 
move a magnet , we shall, since. we produce an electromotive 
force in its neighbourhood, produce a change in the structure of 
the dielectrie around it because we alter its state of polarisation. 
It follows, then, from the principle of action and reaction, that 
if we alter the state of polarisation of the dielectric we shall 
alter the state of motion of the magnet. So that an alteration 
in the polarisation of the dielectric produces a magnetic force. 
We can show in a siaJilar way that an alteration in the polarisa· 
tion must produce all the effects produced by an ordinary con· 
duction current. We know nothing, ho11ever, about the mag· 
nitude of the current which is equivalent to a change in the 
state of polarisation. It seems natural to suppose that the in
tensity of the current is proportional to the rate of change of 
the electromotive force. Let us suppose that it equals 11 (ra.te of 
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change of the electromotive force). The quantity 11 has never 
been experimentally determined, but two hypotheses have been 
made as to its value by Maxwell and Helmholtz. According to 
Maxwell 71 = 41r, where If. is the specific inductive capacity, 
and, according to Helmholtz, 11 is also a function of If.. There 
is very little experimental evidence for either of these theorieo. 
For Maxwell's theory, perhaps the best evidence is that, if we 
assume the electro-magnetic theory of light, the refractive index 
should, if 11 = H./41r, equal the square root of a specific inductive 
capacity, which is very approximately the case for a good many 
substances. Maxwell's assumption has the great advantage of 
getting rid of all discontinuity in the currents ; and, when this 
is the case, all forms of the potential theory lead to the same 
result. So that, if we cottld prove Maxwell's theory experi
mentally, it would be a complete theory of electro-dynamic 
action. If it should turn out, however, that Maxwell's theory 
is not true, then we should have to go on further and determine 
which of the several forms of the potential theory is the true one ; 
as, if the currents are not closed, the different forms of the 
theory lead to different results. It would seem that the most 
important thing to be done in electro-dynamic theory is to de
termine whether 71 = or not, and the author has des,ribed 
two ways in which this may be done. If Maxwell's theory 
should prove not to be trne, we must go on to determine the 
value of 'iJ for all dielectrics, and which of the forms of the 
potential theory is the true one. 

Rport on Standards of TVhite Lz:,O·ht.-Various experiments 
have been made by the Committee. The members have come 
to the conclusion that the standard candle as defined by Acts of 
Parliament is not in any sense a standard. The spermaceti 
used is not a definite chemical substance, and is mixed with 
other substances. Also the constitution of the wic1c is not 
properly defined. The Committee have considered the relative 
merits of different proposed standards, and ha vc come to the 
conclusion that for commer"ial purposes the pentane standard of 
Mr. Vernon Harcourt is the best. Although the Committee 
wish their opinion on this point to be known to the Board of 
Trade and the public, they do not recommend the adoption of 
any particular standard until fllrlher experiments on radiation 
have been made. Several expcnments are enumerated wluch 
they propose to make. They ask reappointment, with a grant 
of sot. towards the proposed researches. 

Report of tlze Committee on llftteoric Dust.-Experiments have 
been made at the Scottish Marine Station by means of an 
apparatus in which the wind blows through gratings of fine 
platinum wire. The moisture deposited is collected and 
examined for suspended p.irticles. Funnels have also been 
placed at different localities for catching rain. The presence. of 
carbonaceous matter is most marked. ln smaller quant1t1es 
occur quartz, felspar, mica, tourmaline, garnet, glassy particles 
resembling Krakatoa dust or pumice, and small round magnetic 
particles about r-sooth of au inch in diameter. They resemble 
similar larger particles got from deep ·sea deposits at the greatest 
distance from continental land. None are of cosmic origin. 
Usually they have a small nucleus in the interior, but are fre
quently hollow. Further observatwns are to be made at vanous 
stations all over the world. 

Report of the Committee on llfe!eorological Obso vat ions on Ben 
Nevis.-The chief additional observations made during the 
year were with regard to rair.fall and wind. The amount of 
water substance deposited, in whatever form, has been collected 
by specially-designed gauges and measured every hour smce 
J nne 24, I884. In the end of October the anemometers designed 
by Praf. Chrystal were added to the instruments. But during 
seven months-·November, 1884, to May, r885-noanemometer 
could indicate results, with the exception of thirty clays. This 
is owing to the deposition of ice-crystals. The greatest speed 
indicated during three days was on the night of April 24. The 
mean speed for 12 hours 1Nas 7 4 miles per hour, the speed for 
one particular hour being 8I miles per hour. The highest tem
perature reached, 6o'·I F., occurred at 2 p.m., August 9; and 
the lowest, II'· I F., at midnight, Feb mary 16. The coldest 
week-avcra<>e temperature, !6°"2 F.-was the one ending on 
February 2t The changes of temperature, particularly in 
winter, were caused, not by direct solar in!hwnce, but by the 
passage of cychnes or anticyclones over the observatory. Indeed 
in the stormy months of winter this may be taken to be accu
rately the case. In summer the afternoon minimnrn ol atmo
spheric pressure was o·oo7 inches above the mean for the whole 

clay, but in winter it was below the mean. During twelve 
months there were 464 hours of sunshine, being about I I per 
cent. of the total possible amount. Heavy rainfalls frequently 
occur. The longest for one hour was on December 10, I884. 
The largest daily fall occurred then also, being 4'264 inches. 
On an average, a fall of at least one inch occurred one day in 
seven. 

Report of the Committee on Solution, Secretary Dr. vV. W. 
J. Nicol.-·! he subjects discussed in this Report are :-(I) 
Molecular volumes, (2) saturation, (3) supersaturation, (4) vapour 
pressmes, and (5) expansion of salt solutions. (I) The results 
of a series of experiments show the molecular volume of a salt 
in dilute solution to be a quantity composed of two constants: 
one for the metal and the other for the salt radical ; hence the 
same volume change is produced by replacement of one metal 
or salt radical by another metal or salt radical. Wa 'er of crys
tallisation is not to be distinguished from the solvent water, but 
the water of wmtitution possesses a volume different from that 
of the rest of the water-results showing the existence in solu· 
tion of the anhydrous salt in contradistinction to the view that 
a hydrate, definite ur indefinite, is formed in solution. (2) 
Saturation is reached when the further addition of salt would 
produce diminution of the mean molecular volume of the mole
cules already present. (3) The so-called supersaturated solu
tions are simply saturated or non-saturated solutions of the 
anhydrous salts, the only truly supersaturated solutions being 
those which result from the fact that, when a hot solution is 
cooled, a finite time is required for the excess of salt to crystallise 
out. 

The Report of the Cummittee appoinleJ to investigate by means of 
Photograplty tlte U!tra·7Jiolet Spark Spectra emittd by Metallic 
Elements and tlzeir Combinations under Varying Conditions, 
drawn up by Prof. Hartley, F.R.S., was presented by him to 
the Section.: in it an account is given of the results of the 
investigation of the changes in the character of the spectra of the 
metals produced by variation in the strengths of the solutions of 
their salts-e.g. chlorides, nitrates, or sulphates. The study of 
a very considerable number of the photographs of such spectra 
shows the strength of the solution to have a marked effect on 
their character, the more dilute the solution the smaller the 
number of lines; further, that under the same spark con
ditions, similar solutions of the same strength emit the 
same spectrum. Solutions containmg r per ce_nt., I-Ioth, 
I- IOoth, and I- IOooth of the metal were used ; solutions of the 
latter strength seldom gave a spectrum of more than three or 
four lines, and with solutions containing less than I-roth per 
cent. the diminution in the number of lines is usually very 
marked. The spectrum reaction may be utilised for the quanti
tative analysis of minerals, and yields rcsttlts more reliable than 
those obtained by ordinary methods. The reaction is extremely 
delicate, and in the case of magnesium one part of the metal in 
w,ooo millions of solution can be detected by the appearance of 
two characteristic lines. 

Third Report oftlu Committee, of Profs. Williamson, 
Deuar, Frank/ami, Crum /Jrown, Odling, and Arm;·fl'ong, 
Drs. Hugo Jfiilfer, F. R. J'app, and H. fiorster Morley, and 
ll:fcssrs. A. C. Vernon Ha"·ourt, C. E. Groves, J'. Millar 
l'ltomson, H. JJ. Dixon (Secretary) and V. .EI. Veley, re
appointed for the purpJse of drawinJi up a Statement of the 
Varicti,s of Chonical Names which have come into use, for 
.Indicating the Causts w!tich have led to their A dcjJtion, and for 
Considering what am be done to bring about some Convergence 
of the ViewJ on Cltmzica! Nommdature obfaining among English 
and Chemists.-An account of the authorship of some of 
the varimts systems of nomenclature which have been devised 
for the purpose of distinguishing between compounds formed by 
the union of the same elements in different proportions has 
been given in the "Historical Notes" prefixed to the Second 
Report of this Committee. Among these systems the use of 
the termination ous and ic, to denote rcspecti vel y lower or higher 
degrees of saturation of one element or group with another 
element or group, is perhaps that which has met with the 
widest acceptance. This system further directs that when 
electro-negative groups, the names of which end in cus and ir, 
unite with electro-positive groups to form salts, these termina
tions are to be changed into ite and ate respectively. It would 
be ill-advised to attempt on etymological grounds to change a 
system so firmly established as that involved in the present usc 
of the prefixes hypo ancllzyper. No ambiguity can arise from 
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the use of terms about the meaning of which every one is agreed, 
and their mere etymological accuracy is, in view of this all
important consideration, of secondcuy importance. As a metal 
rarely-if ever-forms more than two salifiable oxides, the ous 
and ic terminations generally suffice for purposes of distinction 
so far as the salts of metals arc concerned. The practice of 
further employing these terminations in the case of acid-forming 
oxides does not lead to confusion, since these oxides are distin-
guished by the name atth;,dride (or acid). Thus we have 

CrO Cr03 
Chrornous oxide. Chromic oxide. Chromic anhydride. 

(Chromic acid.l 

Indifferent oxides have frequently been classi fied and named 
by regarding them as compounds of salifiable, with acid-forming 
oxides, Cr20 4 being termed chromic chroma/e. For stages 
lower than ous, the prefixes lz_vpo a nd sub arc employed. 
Custom appears to have restrict ctl/zypo chiefly to acids and to acic!
forming oxides, sub to sctliftable and to indifferent oxides. With 
regard to the termination ous, the minor quest ion arises) how far 
this termination ought to be writt en in the forms ious and 
eolls. The answer is : as seldom as posoihle. '' Cupreous" 
has generally given way to ''cuprous" ; no one writes 
"chromious" (although the name of the metal is "chrom
ium ") ; and there is no reason why such names as "ruthenious " 
and "iridious" should not equally be shorn of their super
fluous penultimate syllable. A further question, concerning which 
considerable difference of opinion has prevailed, is whether 
any ous or ic terminations ought to be employed in the 
names of salts of which only one class is known-thus magnesic 
sulphate instead of magnrsium mlpl1atf. There is something to 
be said here for both systems; and, as the diversity of practice 
does not lead to confusion, and consequently does but little 
harm (beyond in each case offending the ears of those accustomeJ 
to the opposite system), the question need not be regarded 
as a vital one. In the case of carbon compounds, ho11·ever, 
there is a di;tinct advantage in affixing ic to the names of the 
positive radicals in ethereal salts. A neglect of this prccailtion 
leads to ambiguity-at all events in the spck<11 name. Thus, 
though there is no ambiguity in the name ethyl p!mt;.Zacetare 
when written, yet the ear cannot distinguish between it and 
ethylplten;•l This ambiguity is obviated by the use of 
the termination ic-thus, d!tylil" plunylacetilfe and eth)1phenylic 
acetate. In the use of the terminations ous and ic to distinguish 
different series of adds and acid-formi11g oxidts, with the excep
tion of one or two isolated eases, perfect unanimity has 
1 revailed. T o sum up, the ow and ic terminations when em
ployed for purposes of distinction in cases where two >eries of 
oxides, acids, salts, &c., are known, have been almost free from 
ambiguity, and for this reason deserve to be retained. On the 
other hand, in cases where only one series is k nown, those 
chemists who have employed one or other of these terminations 
have occasionally differed as to which ought to be used: the 
difficulty may be solved, as it has been clone by some chemists, 
by avoiding the use of any lermin:ttion in such cases. In com
plex mses whe1·e tlw above modes of naming prove inadequate, 
recourse may be had to numeral designations. These appear 
especially admissible in cases where an oxide occurs which is 
intermediate between the ous and the ;c stage, and at the same 
time cannot be classe<l as a compound of oxides already cla<;si
fied and named. In applying numeral designations it is most 
important to select only such as arc free from hypothesis and which 
afford correct information. In this respect chemists appear not to 
have been sufficient] y careful of late years. As an example, arsen-
1illts axide may be quoted ; this compound is frequently termed 
"arsenic trioxide," the formula being wriuen As.,03 , and it is 
tacitly assumed that the molecule contains three oxygen atoms. 
There arc three objections to this nrtme :-(I) That, assuming 
the fonnula on which it is based to be correct , it affords no in
formation as to the number of arsmic atoms associated with the 
t!tree oxygen atoms ; (z) that it involves the assumption that 
arsenious oxide does not vary in molecular weight, whatever its 
physical state; and (3) that the formula of gaseous arsenious 
oxide is As 40 6 . In employing numeral designations to indic
ate molecular composition in cases where this is established it 
is therefore important to express the numl1er of atoms of 
constituent element, as t/;{·arbon he.xachtoridr, C"Cl6 • But in 
the case of solid and liquid bodies of which the molecu lar weight 
is unknown, or which may vary with temperature, the name 
should merely indicate the relati ve proportions in which the 
constituents are associated; or, more explicitly, the name should 

indicate the proportion of the radical associated with what may 
be termed the characteristic element of the compound. 
diff,culty occurs in the case of the chloride, or analogous com
pound, of the monad elements generally, these being termed 
mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, penta-, or hexa-chloride, &c., according 
as combination is in the proportion of r, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 atoms 
of chlorine to r atom of the characteristic clement. The appli
cation of this system would involve the use of the names tin 
dichloride and iron trichloride (not sesqui-chloride) for stannous 
and ferric chlorides respectively, names which accurately express 
the relative proportions of metal and of chlorine in these com
pounds without a ny hypothesis as to their molecular compo
sition, which in the case of the former compound, at all events, 
certainly depends on temperature. Tt will, however, involve a 
slig ht departure from the existing practice when applied to 
oxides, sulp hides, and other compounds of poJyad elements; 
thus oxides of the type (R,)"O would be termed ltmti-ox icles, 
since they consist of the chmacteris tic element and oxygen in 
the p roportion of one atom of the former to half an atom of the 
!alter. Oxi<les of tl1e type (R2ti03 woulrl be termed stsqui· 
oxides, since the characteristic clement and oxygen are present 
in the proportion of one of the former to one rmd a half of the 
latter. Oxides of the type R20 5 would be termed sesterti-oxidcs, 
as they contain oxygen and the characteristic element in the 
proportion of t7vo and a lza!j atoms of the former to one of the 
latter. Oxides of the types RO, R02, and RO,, would be 
termed respectively mo11o-, <ii-, tri-, and tdr-troxides. 

The remainder of the report treats of the various '}'Stems 
which have been proposed for the nam ing of acid, ha; ic, and 
double salts. 

Report"./ the Committee appointed jiJr the purpose of inquiring 
in to the Rate of Ero.<iott of the Sea- Coasts of Engla11d and 
If/ales, ami the .lnj!um.:e of the -tlrtifii"ial dbstnution of Shin/{le 
or 111aterial hz tlzat Action (C. E. De Raued and TV. Topley, 
Secretaries).-The Committee has, during the past year, received 
several Returns relating \o the south an<l east coasts of England. 
1\Iost of those relating to the coast south of the Thames are 
printed. The thanks of the Committee arc especially due to 
Major-Gen. Sir A. Clarke, who has instructetl the officers of the 
Royal Engineers stationed around the coa:;t to supply the Com
mitt-ee with such information as they may possess or be able to 
obtain. Further retu rns arc expected from the same depart
ment and from other ollicial sou,·ces ; the Committee therefore 
think it best to defer any general Report until more complete 
information is obtained. The Memorandum drawn up by Mr. 
J. B. Redman so fully sets forth the work of the Committee, 
and the importance of the inquiry referred to it, that this is now 
printed. I he Memorandum by Mr. G. Dowker, on East Kent, 
gives a sufficier.tly complete account of the of the coast 
in this district ; changes which are of especial historical import
ance and interest. Mr. \Vhitaker has drawn up a list of works 
relating to the coa>t-changcs of England and \Vales, which will 
be of great service to the Committee an<l to those who may 
assist in the work. The Commillcc would again ask for the 
assistance of any who, by long residence or other means, have 
special knowledge of changes on any part of the Engli;;h and 
\V elsh coa; t. Printed forms of questions can be obtained from 
the secretaries or from any member of the Committee. 

Third li'ejort of the Committee, comisti11g qf Sir :J. Hooker, 
Dr. kfr. Howm·d Saunders, and kfr. Sc!ater (Srcre
tarJ•), appointed for tlze purpose of exploring Kilima-njaro and the 
adjoin;ng mountaim if Equatorial Afrim.-In their last report, 
presented at Montreal, the Committee stated the arrangements 
that the)' h ac\ made with Mr. H. H. J ohnston for undertaking 
an expe<lition to Kilima-njaro, and gave extracts from Mr. 
Johnston's letters showing the progress of his expedition up to 
May, 1884. }fr. Johnston gave an account of his expedition to 
the Royal Geog raphical Society at their mee t111g on January 
26, r8S 5, in "hich he states that in consequence of the desertion 
of two natives whom he had taken out with him from Zanzibar 
as collectors, the collections were not so large as the Committee 
could have wished. Capt. Shelley prepared rt report on the 
birds collected by :'1-fr. Johnston, and Mr. F. D. Godman on 
the butterflies of his collection, after which the first sets in both 
these collections were handed m·er to the British Museum, as 
were also all the other zoological collections, with a request to 
the director that reports might be p repared for publication on 
such portions of them as seemed to be of interest. 
Reports on the zoological collections made by Mr. H. H. 
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Johnston have already been published in the Procc!dings of the 
Zoological Society for this year. The botanical collections were 
handed over to the Royal Herbarium at Kew, where they were 
arranged, named, and a set sent to the British Mltseum. The 
report upon them is ready, and will be presented to the Linnean 
Society for publication. Prof. Bonney has kindly undertaken 
to report on the rock and mineral specimens collected by Mr. 
Johnston, and his report is presented herewith, and will be read 
in the Geological Section. Mr. H. H. Johnston has in pre
paration a volume containing a narrative of his expedition and a 
summary of the results arrived at, which will shortly be ready for 
issue. The sum of 25!. granted to the Committee at the 
Montreal meeting has been returned to the treasurer. 

Report o.f the Committee, consisting o.f Dr. E. B. Ty!or, Dr. 
G. ilf. Dazwon, Gen. Sir J'. II. Dr. Daniel tVdson, 
Mr. Horatio Hale, lifr. R. G. Ifaliburton, and ilfr. Gee1;r;e W. 
Bloxam (Secreta1y), appointed .for tlte purpose o.f invest(r;ating 
and publishing RepJds on the Physical Characters, Lan.quages, 
Industrial and Social Condition of the l\lorth- T¥estern Tribes of 
the Dominion of Canada.-The Committee have been in active 
correspondence with missionaries and others stationed among 
the Indians, but the unsettled state of the countrv durino- the 
past year has made it impossible to do more than collect 
for a preliminary report ; the Committee, therefore, ask that 
they may be reappointed with a continuance of the grant. 

Report oJz the Blackfoot TribFs. Drawn up by ilfr. Iloratio 
Hale.-The tribes composing the Blackfoot Confederacy, as it is 
commonly styled, have been until recently less known than any 
others. A correspondence was opened \Yith two able and 
zealous missionaries residing among these Indians. The Rev. 
Albert Lacombe, widely and favoctrably known as Father 
Lacombe, Roman Catholic Missionary among the Siksika, or 
proper Blackfeet Indians, and the Rev. John McLean, :\fissionary 
of the Canadian Methodist Church to the Blood and Piegan(or 
Kena and Piekane) tribes. Father Lacombe has been many 
years a missionary in the Canadian North-\Vest, and has a very 
extensive knowledge of the tribes of that region. His "lab orate 
work, the "Grammar and Dictionary of the Cree Lancrmpe" 
ranks among the best contributions to American philol2:'gy. 
Mr. McLean has been engaged in his missionary duties for five 
years, has prepared a gramm3.r of the Blackfoot language, and 
is at present occupiecl in translating the Scriptures into that 
tongue. The unfortunate troubles of the past season have for 
a time interrnpted the correspondence, and the principal portion 
of the report on these Indians will therefore have to be deferred 
for another year. Some other sources of information, however, 
have been examined, particularly the valuable official reports 
and maps of the Canadian and United States Indian Depart
ments. 

Fifty years ago the Blackfoot Confederacy held among the 
western tribes much the same position of superiority which was 
held two centuries ago by the Iroquois Confederacy among the 
Indians east of the l\Iississippi. The nucleus, or main body is 
still composed of three tribes, speaking the proper Blackfoot 
language : the Siksika, or Blackfeet proper ; the Kena, or 
Blood Indians ; and the Pielzane, or Piegans (pronounced 
Peegans), a name sometimes corrupted to " Pagan" Indians. 
To these are to be added the Sarcees from the north, and the 
Atsinas from the south. The Sarcees are an offshoot of the 
great Athabascan stock, which is spread over the north of British 
America, through Oregon and California into Northern Mexico. 
The Atsinas, who have been variously known as Fall Indians, 
Rapid Indians, and Gros Ventres, speak a dialect similar to that 
of the Arapahoes, who now reside in the ''Indian Territory" of 
the United States. It is a peculiarly harsh and difficult lan
guage, and is said to be spoken only by those two tribes. None 
of the Atsinas are now found on Canadian territory, and no 
recent information has been obtained concerning them, except 
from the map which accompanies the United States Indian 
Report for 1884, and on which their name appears on the 
American Blackfoot Reservation. The five tribes were 
reckoned, fiftv years arro. to comprise not less than 30 ooo 
souls, the of all the' western Indians on both sides of the 
Rocky Mountains. It was not uncommon for thirty or forty 
war parties to be out at once against the Salish (or Flatheads) 
of Oregon, the Upsarokas (or Crows) of the Missouri Plains, the 
Shoshonees of the far south. and the Crees of the north and 
east.. The country which the' Blackfoot tribes claimed properly 
as their own comprised the valleys and plains along the eastern 

slope of the Rocky }fountains, between the Missonri and the 
Saskatchewan, the favourite resort of the buflalo, whose vast 
herds afforded the Indians their principal means of subsistence. 
In the year 1836 a terrible visitation of the small-pox swept off 
two-thirds of the people, and five years later they were supposed 
to count not more than 1,5oo tents, or about Io,ooo souls. 
Their enemie.s were then recovering their spirits, and retaliating 
upon the weakened tribes the ravages which they had formerly 
committed. 

In 1855 the United States Government humanely interfered to 
bring about a complete cessation of hostilities between the 
Blackfoot tribes and the other Indians, and framed a treaty for 
them, accompanying the act by a large distribution of presents. 
Dr. F. V. Hayden, in his account of the Indian Tribes of the 

Valley, states : "From my own experience among them, 
and from information d•rived from intelligent men who have 
spent the greater portion of their lives with them, I am con
vinced that they are among the most peaceable and honourable 
Indians in the \Vest ; and in an intellectual and moral point 
of view they take the highest rank among the wild tribes of the 
plains." This favourable opinion of Dr. Hayden is entirely in 
accordance with the testimony of the Indian agents and other 
officials of the Canadian North-\\' est. At the present time, while 
constantly harassed on their reserves by the incursions ofthievish 
Crees and other Indians, they forbear to retaliate, and honourably 
abide by the terms of their treaty, which binds them to leave the 
redress of such grievances to the Dominion authorities. Since 
the general peace the numbers of the Blackfeet have apparently 
qeen on the increase. Dr. Hayden reports the three proper 
Blackfeet tribes as numbering in 1855 about 7000 souls. The 
present population of the three Canadian Reserves is computed 
at about 6ooo, divided as follows : Blackfeet proper, 240::1; 
Bloods, zSoo ; Piegans, Soo. On the American Reservation 
there are stated to be about 2300, mostly Piegans. This would 
make the total population of the three tribes exceed Sooo souls. 
The adopted tribe, the Sarcees, have greatly diminished in 
numbers through the rava6CS of the small-p:lX. This tribe, now 
numbering less than 50:1 souls, have their Reserve near Calgary. 
They are reputed to be less cleanly and moral than the proper 
Blackfeet tribes. In this respect their habits and character 
correspond with those of other A tbabascan tribes. During 
the past five years, as is well known, a great change has 
taken place in the condition of the north-western tribes 
through the extermination of the buffalo. The Blackfeet 
have been the greatest sufferers from this cause. The buffalo 
were their main dependence. Suddenly, almost without warning, 
they found themselves stripped of nearly every necessary of life. 
The change was one of the greatest that could well befall a 
community. The Governments both of the United States and 
of Canada came to the rescue ; but in the former country the 
urgency of the case was not at first fully understood, and much 
suffering ensued. The agent on the Blackfoot Reservation in 
Montana (Major Allen} states in his official report that when he 
enteted upon his duties in April 1884 he found the Indians in a 
deplorable condition. The sup plies of food which had been sent 
for them had proved insufficient, aml before these could be 
renewed many died from actual starvation. Some stl·ipped the 
bark from the saplings which grew along their creeks, and ate 
the inner pmtion to stifle their sense of hunger. On the 
Canadian side, fortunately, the emergency was better understood. 
Col. McLeod, an able and vigilant of:ficer, was in charge of the 
Mounted Police at that time, and through his forethought the 
necessary preparations were made. In 1879 and 1880 the 
buffalo disappeared from that region. Arrangements were at 
once made for settling the-Indians on Reserves, and for supplying 
them with food and clothing, and teaching them to erect wooden 
houses and cultivate their lands. Daily rations of meat and flour 
were setved out to them. Ploughs, cattle, anrl horses were 
furnished to them. Farm instructots were placed among them. 
The Indians displayed a remarkable readiness to adapt them
selves to the new conditions. According to the rCflOrts of all 
the agents, they have evinced a quickness to learn and a 
persevering industry wbich place them decidedly in advance of 
the other Indian tribes of that region. In rS8z more than 
soo,ooo lbs. of potatoes were raised by the three 
tribes, besides considerable quantities of oats, barley, and turmps. 
The Piegam liad sold rooo dollars' worth of potatoes, and had a 
large supply on hand. "The manner in which the Indians have 
worked," writes the agent, "is really astonishing, as is l'le 
interest they have taken, and are taking, in farming." Axes an 1 
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other tools were distributed among them, and were put to good 
use. In November, r882, log-houses had "gone up thick and 
fast on the Reserves, and were most creditable to the builders." 
In many cases the logs were hewn, and in nearly all the houses 
fireplaces were built. In the same year another official found 
comfortable dwellings, well-cultivated gardens, and good supplies 
of potatoes in root-houses. Most of the families had cooking 
stoves, for which they had sometimes paid as much as 50 dollars. 
He "saw many signs of civilisation, such as cups and saucers, 
knives and forks, coal-oil lamps, and tables ; and several of the 
women were baking excellent bread and performing other 
cooking operations." Three years before these Indians were 
wild nomads, who lived in skin tents, hunted the buffalo, ant! 
had probably never seen a plough or an axe. 

The Blackfeet have been known to the whites for about a 
century, and during that period have dwelt in or near their 
present abode. There is evidence, however, that they once 
lived further east than at present. The explorer Mackenzie, in 
1789, found them holding the south branch of the Saskatchewan, 
from its source to its junction with the north branch. He speaks 
of four tribes-the l'icaneaux, Blood, and Blackfeet, and t_he 
Fall Indians (Atsinas), which latter tribe then numbered about 
700 warriors. Of the three former tribes he says : ''They are 
a distinct people, speak a language of their own, and, I have 
reason to think, are travelling north-west, as well as the others 
just mentioned (the Atsinas) ; nor have I heard of any Indians 
with whose language that which they speak has any affinity. 
Mr. McLean's inquiries confirm this opinion of the westward 
movement of these Indians in comparatively recent times. "The 
former home of these people," he writes, "was in the Red 
River country, where, from the nature of the soil which 
blackened their mocassins, they were called Blackfeet." This, 
it should be stated, is the exact meaning of Siks'ka, from 
siksinam, black, and ka, the root of oqkatsh, foot. The meaning 
of the other tribal names, Kena and Piekane, is unknown. 
This westward movement has probably been due to the 
of the Crees, wh,,, according to their own tradition, originally 
dwelt far east of the Red River, in Labrador and about 
Hudson's Bay. They have gradually advanced westward, 
pushing the prior occupants before them by the sheer force of 
numbers. This will explain the deadly hostility which has 
always existed between the Crees and the Blackfeet. M. 
Lacombe, however, expresses a doubt as to their former sojourn 
in the Red River region : " They affirm, on the contrary, that 
they came from the south-west, across th" mountains-that is 
from the direction of Oregon and Washington Territory. 
There were" (he adds) "bloody contests between the Black
feet and the N ez-perces, as Bancroft relates, for the right of 
hunting on the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains." Mr. 
McLean, who mentions the former residence of the Blackfeet in 
the Red River country as an undoubted fact, also says : "It is 
mpposed that the great ancestor of the Blacl<feet came across 
the mountains." Here are two distinct and apparently con
flicting traditions, each having good authority and evidence in 
its favour. One of the best tests of the truth of tradition is to 
be found in language. Mackenzie, well acquainted with the 
Crees and Ojibways, who speak dialects of the great Algonkin 
stock, recognised no connection between their speech and that 
of the Blackfeet. Another traveller (Umfreville), whose book 
was published in 1791, gave a list of forty-four words of the 
Blackfoot language. Albert Gallatin, whose "Synopsis of the 
Indian Tribes" appeared in 1836, examined this list of Umfre
ville, and pronounced it sufficient to show that the language of 
the Blackfeet was "different from any other known to us." A 
few years later, having received from an Indian trader a more 
extended vocabulary, he corrected his former statement, and 
showed that there was a clear affinity between the Blackfoot 
speech and the language of the Algonkin family. More recently 
the French missionaries made the same discovery. M. Lacombe 
writes to me : "The Blackfoot language, although far from, 
belongs to the same iamily as, the Algie, Ojibway, Santeux, 
Maskegon, and Cree. We discovered this analogy by sturlying 
the grammatical rules of these languages." '1 hus some of the 
ablest and most experienced of North American linguists have 
at iirst supposed the Blackfoot language to be distinct from all 
others, and have only discovered its connection with the Al
gonkin family by careful study. M. Lacombe has been good 
enough to send me a pretty extensive vocabulary of Blackfoot 
words, compared with the corresponding words in the Cree and 
Ojibway languages. He has added many paradigms of 

grammatical forms in the Blackfoot, compared with similar forms 
in the Cree and Ojibway tongues. The Blackfoot language is 
thus shown to be, in its grammar, purely Algonkin. The re
semblance is complete in the minutest forms. But when we 
turn to the vocabulary, by which the first judgment of a 
language is necessarily formed, the origin of the early error 
becomes apparent. Many of the most common words are 
totally different from the corresponding words in the Algonkin 
languages. Others, found on careful examination radically the 
same as the corresponding Algonkin terms, are yet so changed 
and distorted that the resemblance is not at first apparent. Of 
this variation and distortion the numerals afford a good example. 
Other words in ordinary use show the total unlikeness in some 
cases and the distorted resemblance in others. The possessive 
pronoun "my'' is expressed by the same prefix ni (or n') in all 
three languages. Pursuing this trace we compare the personal 
pronouns, and find a close resemblance, the difference being 
mainly in the terminations. In the possessive prefixes the re
semblance is still more notable. Thus in the Blaci-foot language 
n'otas means "my horse, or dog" (the same word, oddly 
enough, applying in this form to both animals) ; and in Cree 
n't'em has the same meaning. These words are thus varied 
with the possessive pronouns and in the two numbers :-

Blackfoot Cree 
My horse (or clog) n'otas n't'em 
thy k'otas kit'em 
his otas otema 
our n'otasinan n't'nninan 
your k'otasinan kitcrniwaw 
their ,, 

" 
otasiwaw otemiwawa 

my horses (or dogs) n'otasiks n't'emak 
thy k'otasiks Lit'emak 
his otasiks otema 
our notasinaniks n't'eminanak 
your kotasiwaweks kitemiwawok 
their otasiwaweks otemiwaNa 

It will be seen that the close resemblance in grammar is as 
striking as the wide difference in the vocabulary. These facts 
admit of but one explanation. They are the precise phenomena 
to which we are accustomed in the case of mixed languages. In 
such languages-our English speech is a notable example-we 
expect the grammar to be derived entirely from one source, 
while the words will be drawn from two or more. Further
more, wherever we find a mixed language we infer a conquest of 
one people by another. In the present instance we may well 
suppose that when the Blackfoot tribes were forced westward 
from the Red River country to the foot of the Rocky Mountains 
they did not find their new abode uninhabited. lt is probable 
enough that the people whom they found in possession had come 
through the passes from the country west of those mountains. 
If these people were overcome by the Blackfeet, and their 
women taken as wives by the conquerors, two results would he 
likely to follow. In the fi"t place, the language would become 
a mixed ·speech, in grammar purely Algonkin, but iu the vocabu
lary largely recruited from the speech r•f the conquered tribe. 
A change in the character of the amalgamated people would 
also take place. The result of this change might he better 
inferred if we knew the characteristics of both the con
stituent races. But 1t may be said that a frequent, if not 
a general, result of such a mixture of races is the production 
of a people of superior intelligence and force of character. 
The circumstances thus suggested may account, not only for the 
peculiarities of the language and cha;acter of the Blackfeet 
tribes, but also for the different traditions which are found among 
them in regard to their origin and former abode. It would be 
very desirable to trace that portion of the Blackfoot vocabulary 
which is not of Algonkin origin to its source in the language of 
some other linguistic stock. The religion of these tribes (ap
plying this term to their combined mythology and worship) 
resembles their language. It is in the main Algonhn, but 
includes some beliefs and ceremonies derived from some other 
source. "The primitive creation,'' writes M. Lacombe, "is 
attributed to a superior divinity, whom they call the Creator 
(Apistotrkin). This divinity, however, is in some manner identi
fied with the sun (Na!o.). The earth itself is believer! to be a 
divinity of some kind, for, in their invocations, if they call the 
sun 'our father' (Ainnon), they call the earth 'our mother' 
(Kikristonnon). It seems also that the moon is considered to be 
one and the same divinity with the sun. At any rate, in the 
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invocations it is designated by the same name, Natos. Yet it is 
often said to be the 'old woman,' the consort of the sun. 
The whole of this is confused enough in the minds of 
the Indians to render them unable to give, when qnes
tioned, exact explanations. As to the crea
tion, the Indian acconnt runs: At a certain time all the 
earth was covered with water. The 'Old Man' (Napiw) 
was in a canoe, and he thought of causing the eatth to 
come up from the abyss. He used the aid of four animals. 
The musk-rat dived, and remained so long under water that 
when he came to the surface he was fainting, but bronght a little 
particle of earth between the toes of his paw. This particle 
the 'Old Man' blew into the size of the whole earth . It took 
him four days to complete his work. The ' Old J\-lan ' worked 
two days mrJre to make the first woman, for after the first day's 
work he had not succeeded in making anything gracefu l." This 
Napiw, or" Old Man," adds Father Lacombe, "appears again 
in many other traditions and legendary accounts, in which he is 
associated with the various kinds of animals, speaking to them, 
making use of them, and especially cheating them, and playing 
every kind of trick. According to the account of the Indians, 
the "Old Man'' came from the south-west, across the moun
tains ; and after a prolonged sojourn in these countries he went 
to" arc! the north-east, where he disappeared, and nobody has 
heard of him since. Those who have read Schoolcraft's 
"Algie Researches," Mr. Leland's "Algonquin Legends," and, 
above all, Dr. Brinton's " Myths of the New \Vorld, " will re
cognise in Napiw the most genuine and characteristic of all the 
Algonkin divinities. In every tribe of this widespread family , 
from Nova Scotia b Virginia, and from the Delaware to the 
Rocky Mountains, he reappears under various names-Mana
bosho, Michabo, Wetuks, Glooskap, Wisaketjack, Napiw-but 
everywhere with the same traits and the same history. ·while 
these beliefs are all purely Algonkin, the chief religions cere
mony of the Blackfoot tribes is certainly of foreign origin. This 
is the famous "sun-dance." That this ceremony is not properly 
Algonkin is clearly shown by the fact that among the tribes of that , 
stock, with the sole exception of the Blackfoot and a few of the i 

western Crees, it is unknown. Neither the Ojibways of the I 
lakes nor any of the nnmerous tribes east of the Mississippi had 
in their worship a trace of thi s extraord inary rite. The form of ' 
government among the Blackfeet, as among the Algonkin tribes 
generally, is exceedingly simple, offering a st riking contrast to 
the elaborately complicated systems common among the nations 
of the Iroquois stock. Each tribe has a head.chief, and each 
band of which the tribe .is composed has its subordinate chief; 
but the authority of these chiefs is little more than nominal. 
The office is not hereditary, the bravest or richest are commonly 
chosen; but in what manner the election is made is not stated. 
The term "confederacy " commonly applied to the union of the 
Blackfoot tribes is somewhat misleading. There is no regular 
league or const itution binding them together. "The tribes are 
sepamte," writes :\Jr. McLean, "and the bonds of union are the 
unity of religicms belief, social customs, and language. They 
united against a common enemy, but I have never heard of th eir 
fighting against each other." Father Lacombe's account is 
similar. "The Blackfeet," he writes, "have no league or con
federation, properly so-called, with councils and periodical re
unions. They consider themselves as forming one family, whose 
three branches or bands are descended from three brothers. 
This bond of kinship is sufficient to preserve a good understand
ing among them." They can hardly be said to have a general 
name for th e whole communi ty, though they som etimes speak of 
themselves as Sawketakix, or "men of the plains," and occa
sionally as ,Yetsepo;e, or" people who speak one language. " 

SECTION A.-MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS 

Discussion on the Theor.v of Gases.-A most v<>lu
able and interesting discussion took place in this section 
on the kinetic theory. As at present applied the theory 
gives a much larger ratio for the specific heats of a gas than 
experiment allows. And the more complex a gaseous molecule 
becomes, the greater, according to theory, ·must be the ratio of 
its intrinsic to its translational energy. The object of the dis· 
cussion was t 1 determine whether the theoretical conclusions 
were legitimate, or the experim ental facts incorrectly observed. 
It would seem that the theoretical conclusions are not correct, 
because they are founded upon inadmissible assumptions ; and 
also that the facts require more thorough investigation. 

Prof. Cru>n Brown opened the discussion upon lines already 
indicated in our present volume, p. 352. The mtio of the 
specific heat of mercury vapour at constant pressure b that at 
constant volume is 5/3. This gives, on the dynami cal theory, 
only three degrees of freedo '11 to the molecules: which must be 
the three translational freedoms. To prevent ntat ion, the 
molecules may be regarded as perfectly smooth, rigid, and 
spherical. But tben the radiation cannot be accounted for. 
Similarly in diatomic gas the ratio is 7/5-;;-iving three tra'lsla
tional and two rotational freedoms; but again, not accounting 
for vibration of the atoms, either on the one hand, as parts of 
the molecules, or, on the other hand, in themselves. 

Boltzmann's theorem asserts that the energy of a molecule is 
equally distributed amongst the different degrees of freedom. 
So if, in addition to the six degrees of freedom of a rigid body in 
space, the molecules have twenty or thirty others, it would seem 
that the dynamical theory must be abandoned, as there would 
not be sufficient energy for translational motion . The suggestion 
that radiation is caused not by vibration of the p articles, but by 
disturbance of the ether due to the motion of the molecule 
through it, is scarcely admissible. 

Difficulties again arise from the theoYetical conclusion that 
energy of each kind is distributed among the molecules according 
to some form of the law of probabili ty. For them , in a mixture 
of gases, we should always have some molecules in a condition 
favourable for combination. Also there should be no such sharp 
temperature and pressure limits for combination a' exist-e.g. in 
the case of phosphorus and oxygen. Hydrogen and oxygen 
can be kept very long at a temperature near that of combination, 
without any chemical action occurring. 

Prof. G. D. Liveing, in a paper on kinetic theory, said that 
tbe first doctrine leading to difficulti es arises from assumptions, 
and is not a necessary part of the theory. The final di stribution 
is the result not only of circumstances which vary, but of laws 
of force which are determinate. So there will be a tendency 
finally to limitation of the distribution of the energy in the dif
ferent degrees of freedom. The dissipation of energy is the 
result of such laws limiting the reversibility of transmutations. 
Boltzmann's result will not follow if we consider other laws in 
addition to the conservation of en ergy. Indeed, the probability 
for it would be nil. Boltzmann also does not distinguish dif
ferent kinds of motion-such as those of liquefact ion, vaporisa
tion, and dissociation. Those of translation and vibration even 
are often classed together. Yet the former three take place 
only after a certain accumulation of energy in the system ; and 
the same may be true of the different vibrational degrees of 
freedom. 

The constancy of the specific heats of some gases for large 
ranges of temperature indicates a constant p roportiollal distribu
tion of energy among the different degrees of freedom. But 
the proporti <> n need not be that of equality. It is qu ite possible 
that mercury vapour at those temperatures at which its specific 
heat has been measured has no sensible vihratioml energy. 
Experiments upon the emissivity of the more perfect gases show 
that they have, at ordinary temperatures, much less vibrational 
than translational energy; so that they may ha.ve only one, or, 
at most, two modes of vibration. The theoretical relat ion he
tween the number of degrees of freedom in gases and their 
specific heats possibly requires revis;.on. Still, it only limits the 
number of degrees sensibly exercised at the temperatures at 
which the specific heats were measured. 

As regard< the di'<tribution of energy amongst the molecules, 
it is almost impossible to evade the conclusion that great differ
ences of motion will exist, even although no particu lar law of 
distributi::m be assumed. Still, it is quite possible that there 
may be laws regulating the actions in encounters which prevent 
the excessive accumnlation of any one kind of motion. Again, 
some molecules at I00° may have the average translational 
motion of molecules at 600°, but not that of vibration. So that 
very few molecules may have, at the same time, excess of motion 
of both kinds. Further, since this exce··s of energy is acqnirerl 
at the expense of neighbouring molecules, the probability of there 
heing at the same place two atoms. of hydrogen and o.ne of 
oxygen, in a mixture of these gases, m the average cond1t10n of 
those at the higher Lemperature, is infinitesimal. And yet again 
degrees of freedom exercised at the higher temperature alone may 
never be exercised by any molecule at the lower temperature 
on the average. 

Differences of pressure in the two masses of the same gas at 
the same temperature are on the dynamical theory only differences 
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of average free paths, so that it is difficull to imagine how 
any of the molecules in the more compressed gas can be said to 
be in the stale, as to pressure, of the average molecules in the 
less dense gas. The !i·ce path of a molecule of the denser gas 
may at any instant be the same as the average free path of the 
molecules of the less dense gas; but its awrage free path will 
not be the same as theirs, and it is this that determines the 
pressure. In a system consisting of phosphorus and oxygen 
the possibility of chemical combination implies the possibility of 
an atom of phosphorus acquiring the same motion of translation, 
both as to speed and direction, as sev·cral atoms of oxygen, and 
of their jointly taking up the vibrational motions proper to an 
oxide of phosphorus at the temperature of the system, and that 
the transformations of energy involved in all this should he 
attended on the whole with a degradation. Since a diminution 
of the pressure of a gas means a degra' !at ion of its energy, this 
may facilitate combination when the mere fact of the molecules 
having instantaneons free paths of greater or less length would 
not suffice to produce such a result. 

Sir \V. Thomson remarked that Boltzmann's theorem was 
trnc in one particular case, but a proof of this case cuuld be 
arrived at without the aiel of the theorem. so that this does hot 
prove the truth of the thoorern. On the other hand, he had 
never seen any reason for believing in it at all, If we take an 
absolutely elastic globe and cause it to rebound between two 
parallel absolutely smooth and hard planes in a region where 
gravity does not act, it will go on moving between the two. 
But he does not believe that this will continue for ever. The 
translational energy of the ball will get transformed into energy 
of higher and higher modes of vibration, so that at last the ball 
will come to rest, as it will be impossible for this energy to he 

int.o Lranslaticmal energy. 
Prof. J. J. Thomson said that he thought the reason that the 

ratio of the specific heats of a gas, as found by experiment, did 
not agree with the value given by l\oltzmann's theorem, was 
because Boltzmann's theorem was not true. 

Boltzmann, in his theorem about the distribation of energy in 
a gas the molecules of which consisted of dynamical systems 
with n degrees of freedom, assumed that there were no limits 
to the velocity which any co-ordinates could have, and therefore 
that the limiting velocity which any co-ordinate could have was 
independent of the velocity of any of the others. Now it was 
easy to see that in some cases there mnst be limits to the 
velocities, for, take the case of a molecule consisting of two atoms 
attracting each other with a force varying inversely as the square 
of the distance between them, then, if the relative velocity ex
ceeded a certoin value, the atoms would describe hyperbolas .{bout 
their common centre of gravity, and the distance between them 
would increase indefinitely-in other worrb, the molecule would 
break up. .'\gain, if we considered the case of a series of balls con
nected together by springs and fastened to a system which vibrated 
much more quickly than the natural period of vibration of 
the balls, then, if all the impacts fell on this syste n, the 
dynamics of the case, as investigated by Stokes and Sir 'Willirtm 
Thomson, showed that any disturbance would not be equally dis· 
tributed among the balls, but that the energy in the balls would 
diminish in geometrical progression as we went away from the 
system at the emL It seemed, to say the least, rash in a case of 
this Lind to assume that the velocity of any of the balls far 
away from the system was independent of those preceding it. 

He had devised a molecule which it was easy to see wol!ld 
not obey Boltzmann's theorem. A was an etwelope to the 

A 

botton of which a feeble spring was fixed, the other end of 
which was attached to a heavy weight, B. To this weight a 
strong spring was attached, to the other end of which a light 
weight, c, was fixed. A rod of small mass was fastened to c, of 
such a length that it only extended beyond the envelope when 
the springs were stretched. This system would have two 

periods of vibration-a quick one corresponding to the upper 
sphere, and a slow one corresponding to the lower one. Then 
if all the molecules were stated, so that the amplitude of :he quick 
vibration of c was much greater than the slow one, it was easy 
to see that the mean energy of the upper sphere would be 
greater than the mean energy of the lower ones, while, according 
to Boltzmann's theorem, these two quantities onght to be the 
same. 

It might be mentioned that any co-ordinate which only entered 
the expression for the energy through its differential coefficient 
cot1ld be eliminated from the expression occurring in Boltz
mann's theorem and the method applied to the remaining co
ordinates, so that, even if Boltzmann's method was unobjection
able the result need not apply to co-ordinates of this kind. 

\'Vith regard to the second of the difficulties mentioned by 
Prof. Cnnn Brown, he thought that the point raised presented 
no difficulty if we took \Villiamson and Clausius's view of 
chemical combination. According to this view it was necessary 
to consider the number of molecules dissociated as well the 
condition of the molecules ; and though, if we took two gases at 
any temperature, it was true that there were a finite number of 
their molecules whose energy did not differ mach from the 
mean energy of the molecules at the temperature at which these 
combined, yet it did not folio .v that a finite proportion of these 
were dissociated, and if there were not we could not expect 
them to combine. If the collision between two molecules in 
nearly the >arne condition was more efficacious in splitting up 
the mclecLtles into atoms than a collision between molecules in 
widely different conditwns, then we should not expect a finite 
proportion of the nwlccules in any state widely different from 
the mean to be dissociated. 

Prof. \V. M. Hicks said that one of the gre1lest objections to 
Boltzmann's theorem appeared to him to:he the difficulty in believ· 
ing that the mean energy of any vibration whatever of an atom was 

of unlimitecl and refeqed to the case of a 
vortex ring inside a rigid spherical shell, where such energy 
could not be made to exceed a particular limit. As a matter of 
fact it was not proved that Boltznwnn's theorem mliSt correspond 
to the actual state, but only that an arrangement given by his 
theorem, if a possible one, was a permanent one. He stated 
that if the momenta could not exceed definite limits, \Vatson's 
proof could easily be modified to show that the energy was not 
distributed equally arnong.,t the degrees of freedom. On the 
other hand, it was not per.nissible to assume all momenta con
sistent with the equation of energy as existent. As an example, 
the case of a system of mutually attracting spheres might be 
taken. Here the equation would admit of the infinite velocities 
clue to infinitely near approach of the centres, which would in 
the actual case be prevented by the finite size of the spheres. 
Further, any particular system might other integrals of 
the equations of motion, which would introduce further limita
tions. 

Prof. OsbJrne Revnolds remarked that the kinetic theory is 
only supposed to be "trne in as far as the assumptions on which it 
was based represented the actual circumstances. In these 
assumptions no account whatever was taken of any resistance to 
which the molecules in their motions might be SLJbjected, other 
than that which arose from the mutual encounters. Whereas it 
was perfect] y well known and certain that there must be such 
resistances connected with the radiation of heat-these resist
ance;, applying only to motions of certain character, i.e. to the 
vibratory motions, whatever these may be. Neglecting these 
resistances, the kinetic theory points t•J the cpnclusion that the 
mean energy in each one of these vibratory motions would be 
the same as in each one of the translatory In the same 
way, neglecting resistance, a pendulum continuomly struck at 
varying intervals with a hammer of a given weight and moving 
at a given speed would possess the same mean energy whether 
the intervals were to be measured by years or seconds. But 
experience at once showed that with friction, the shorter the 
interval between the blows and the smaller the friction, the 
greater would be the mean energy of the pendulum. So, 
taking resistance into account, it would follow from the kinetic 
theory that the mean energy in the so·callcd degrees of freedom 
would be greatest in those in which the diffusion of energy was 
greatest and the resistance least, while it would be least in those 
in which the rate of communication was least and the resistance 
greatest. Hence, in any gas, the mean energies of translation, 
in which there is most rapid communication and n.:> apprectable 

1 
resistance, will be much greater than the mean energies of 
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vibration to which there is all the resistance consequent on the 
rad iation , and in all probability but little communication. 

The same answer applies to difficulties rai•ecl as to the dis. 
tribution of motion. The assumed distributions leave out of 
conside1 at ion all resistances, and resistance, however slight, 
would cut off the extreme velocities. 

Mr. H. n. Dixon said that, by a series of observations made 
on a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen at intervals of rooo hours, 
he had obtained evidence of combination at temperatures below 
that of dissociation. 

Cottstant Gravitational btstruments. - Sir vV. Thomson 
showed and explained constant gravitational instruments for 
measuring electric currents and potentials. In one instru
ment for measuring currents he employs the principle that 
a mass of soft iron of dimensions anrl shape n ot differing 
too much from a sphere, experiences, in a field of magnetic 
force, a pull from a place of weaker to a place of stronger force. 
The variation of the field is produced by variation in the 
dimcn,;ions of the conductor through which the current passes. 
In an instrument for measuring high potentials he used one pair 
of opposite quadrants placed vertically. The quadrants are con· 
nected to one pole of the instrument whose potential is required, 
and the needle, the lower end of which can be weighted, is 
joined to the other pole. 

On the D:latancy of Media composed of Rigid Particles in 
Contact, by Prof. Osborne Reynolcls.-In the account which 
Prof. Reynolds gave of his paper, he did not submit a complete 
dynamical theory, but discussed a very fundamental property of 
granular masses. To this property he gives the name of 
dilatancy. It is exhibited in any arrangement of particles where 
change of bulk is dependent upon change of shape. In the case 
of fluid matter, as we know it, change of shape and volume arc 

In solids they are sometimes not separable. 
\V1th granular masses the result is different-change of shape 
tzfways produces change of volume. And further, in every case, 
if chailge of volume is prevented any change of form is im
possible. 

If we suppose the component granules lobe spherical, no gran
ule can change Its position without disturbing the adjacent ones 
-for the gran.ules arc all supposed to be perfectly rigid, and to 
be absolutely m contact-and the internal particles are fixed if 
the external ones are. In illustration Prof. Reynolds showe<l a 
model of connected spherical bodie> arranged in cry;talline 
form. This model showed the arrangement of the particles 
corrf'sponding to (say) the condition of least possible density of 
the whole mass (about one-half the density of the separate 
spheres). The shape could then be altered to that which cor· 

to maximum density-the change taking place by 
shdmg of the particles one upon another. Between the extreme 
states there are intermediate stages of equilibrium corresponding 
to maximum-minimum positions, where alteration in one direc
tion produces ctecrease of density, and in the other increase of 
density. 

In a complete treatment of the problem, friction must be 
closely considered; but in the experiment shown it is not of 
consequence, the result being i1Hlependent. The above state
ments will be true of any continuous mass of granules if we hold 
the bnundaries. 

This principle of the dilatancy of such granular media 
explains many phenomena of common occurrence. For example, 
take a sack of corn; if set on end, it remains perfectly flexible, 
but if placed on its side it becomes hard, and its shape will not 
alter. Now take an indiarubber sack, till it with corn-it 
remains perfectly flexible in all positions. The reason for this 
difference of behaviour is that in the former case the boundary 
of the granular mass is inextensible, while in the latter it allows 
increase of internal volume. So if it be possible with an 

envelope, to impose a maximum volume upon the 
contents, effects similar to those obtained with the inextensible 
boundary may be expected : and this can be clone. If we place 
some shot (No. 6 was used in the exreriment) in a thin india
rubber lmg, and add a certain amount of water, we obtain the 
result wished. For if the amount of water aclcled be such that 
the spaces between the granules when in close arrang-ement arc 
all tilled by it, while with a wide arrangement the amount is not 
enough, .a point will be reached in passing from the first to the 
second arrangement such that any further change of shape, and 
consequently of volume, woulfl produce a vacuum. \Vhen this 
stage is reached the \vhole mass becomes perfectly hard. J>rof. 

R eynolds ilTustrated this in a very beautiful manner by means of 
a ball of shot to which a glass tube open at the end was fitted. 
vVith a close arrangement of the shot, the water, which was 
coloured, stood high in the tube ; but when pressure was applied 
to the bag, the level was lowered. This was shown also by the 
lecturer with a ball containing sand instead of shot. The water 
level sank till the whole was at maximum <lensity, and, still 
more pressure being applied, the level again rose, the maximum 
having been passed. In these experiment> about 6 per cent. of 
the water was free at the top of the ball ";ith the close arrange
ment of granules. When another ball containing 20 per cent. 
of free water was used, the hard condition could only be 
approximated to by pressure, and then passed. So long as the 
maximum is not passed in this ca'e the ball springs back to its 
original state when the pressure is released. But if the maximum 
be passed, it will not spring back. If some of the water be now 
let out, the maximum cannot be passed, except by shaking, and, 
if the lht tene<l ball be then turned on edge, it will bear a 
pressure of a hundredweight without change of shape. 

\Vhen the <lilatant material, such as shot or sand, is bounded 
by smooth surfaces, the layer of grains adjacent to the surface is 
in a condition differing from that of the grains within the mass. 
This layer can slide between the one succeeding it and the sur
face, so that its displacement will cause much less dilatation 
than would be caused by the sliding of a layer within the mass. 
Hence, if two parts of the mass arc connected by such.a surface, 
certain conditions of strain may be accommodated by a stream
ing motion of the grains next the surface. Thus, if into a glass 
funnel partial!}' tilled with shot and heLl in a vertical position 
more shot be fvrced from below, the particles will tlow up all 
amuncl the sides-not rising in the centre as might have been 
thought. 

As the foot presses upon the sand, when the falling tide leaves 
it firm, that portion of it immediately su rrounding the foot 
becomes momentarily <lry. \Vhen this the sand is 
filled, completely up to its surface, with water raised l1y capillary 
attraction. The pressme of the foot causes dilatation of the 
sand, and so more water is required. This has to be obtainecl 
either by depressing its level against the altr<'tction or by drawing 
it through the interstices of tl1e surrounding sand. As this latter 
requires lime, for the moment lhe capillary forces are overcome, 
and the surface of the water is lowered below that of the sand, 
leaving it dry unti l a sufficient supply has been obtained from 
below, when it again becomes wet. On raising the foot we 
generally see that the sand under and aroun<l it becomes wet for 
a little time. This is because the sand contracts when the dis
tol·ting forces are removed, and the exces> of water escapes at 
the surface. 

In referring to the re ,ults which might be expected to follow 
from a recognit ion of the property of dilatancy the autho r said 
that it places a hitherto unknown mechanical cont rivance at the 
command of tho-e who would explain the fund<'tmcntal arrange· 

of the universe, and one which seems to ;:>romise great 
things besicles possessing the inherent aclv:mtage of great sim
plicity. H e then proceeded to explain, in a general way, how 
bodies in such a medium would-in virtue of the dilation caused 
in the medium-attract each other at a <listance, with a force 
depending on the distance, which might well correspond with 
the force of gmvitation. Further, owing to the existence of a 
region close to the body in which the density varies several 
times from max imum to miniumm, the rnntual force might under· 
go a change from attraction to repulsion, and this more than 
once as the bodies approach-a condition which seems to account 
for cohesion and observed molecular force far better than any 
previous hypothesis. 

The transmission of distortional waves becomes possible if 
the rne,lium be composed of small grains with large grains inter
sperse<]. The separation of two such sets of grains leads to 
phenomena closely resembling the phenom =na of statical elec
tricity. The susceptibility of such a medium for a state in which 
the two sets of grains are in conditions of opposite distortions 
may explain electrodynamic and magnetic phenomena, while 
the observed conducting power of a continuou; surface for the 
grains of a simple clilatant medium closely resembles the con
duction of electricity. 

In remarking upon Prof. Reynolcl;;'s paper Sir\¥. Thomson 
pointed out an interesting question. Take a cube of spheres in 
the condition of maximum volume, and let every sphere touching 
the boundary be glued to it to prevent slipping. Other states 
are possible in the interior, but can we pass tonti111wusly to 
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another conriitiorr, the boundary being held firm ? Prof. Reynolds 
repli ed that he believed that he had got the resttlt that it could 
not be J.one if we have a continuous mccliLLm. As other prob
lems for solution, Sir W. Thomson suggested the theory of the 
hour-glass-wh:lt fixes the con<tant time for the sand running? 
and why does a substance sink deeper in a <Juicksand than in a 
viscous fluid of the same density ? 

01t Calculating the Sur(2ce- Tensions of Liquids by meam of 
Cylindrical Drops or Bub?les, by Prof. Pirie.-There are two 
methods by which the surface-tension of liquids are calculated. 
One involves the measurement of the height to which the liquid 
rises in a cylindrical tube of known diameter. The other in
volves the measurement of the height of a certain point of a 
drop of the liquid above a flat surface upon which it is placed. 
Thi.' point is the point of contact of the tangent plane when it 
becomes vertical. The former method is objectionable, because 
the results might be vitiated by the presence of a very small 
quantity of grease in the tube, or by electrification, &c. The 
latter, too, i;, not in a satisfactory state. Gay Lussac's results 
were in no degree different from those obtained by the ordinary 
method. Quincke's measurements are good, but his mathematics 
are misleading. To obviate the m,lthematical difficulties the 
author makes usc of long drops-that is, drops obtained 
by placing portions of the liquid upon a concave cylindrical 
surface. The advantage is that the differential equation used 
in the calculation is immediately integrable. In remarking upon 
this paper Prof. Stokes said that \Vorthington has shown, 
by extending Quincke's result, that the theory agrees with 
experiment . 

On tile Su•fiu·e- Tension of Water wludl contains a Gas dis
solved in it, hy Prof. Pirie. ---This question is important, for no 
liquid is usually free from gas in solution. Prof. Pirie finds that 
the surface-tension is unaltered so long as the specific gravity 
of the water is unaffected by the dissolved gas. It is strongest 
in the pure liquid. 

011 the Thermodynamic efficiency of Thermopiles, by Lord 
Rayleigh.-The questioa has often arisen whether or not the 
dynamo may be replaced by an arrangement of thermopiles. 
There is a great difficulty due to the conduction of heat. Let t 
and /0 be the temperature of the hot and cold junctions ; e the 
electromnti vc force of one pair per degree Centigrade, and E the 
total E.M.F., hence we have 

ne (t-t0 )=E. 
From this equation the author obtains by means of Joule's 
law the expre>sion 

toJ2 
4 Ro 

for the usefnl work done externally. And again, if r1 , r 2 , ,.1, ""•• 

represent specific electric resistance and the cross-sectional 
area of the metal bars, wt1ile lis their length, 

li' ·!(1"1 ,.2) o==n - +-. 
0'"1 U'2 

To obtain the efficiency the above work mtlst be compared with 
that done by the o.pp:uatus regarded as a pe ,·fcct heat engine 
wor)(ing between the same temperature. The ratio is 

4./.,IC' +C•) ("+ +""; )· te- \u1 u2 r 1 r 2 

where v\, v'2 are the specific thermal resistances. The effi
ciency therefore is independent of (t- t0 ), of n, and of I; and 
also of the absolute values of <Tv rr2, r 1, r'l> r 2 , and r'•· 

Putting in numerical values for a thermopile of iron and 
German silver, Lord Rayleigh got 300 as the value of the above 
ratio. Since e2 is invoh·ed, this number may be somewhat 
reduced ; but high values of e are usually associated with high 
internal resistance. There is therefore no possibility of the 
thermopile becoming a useful generator of electricity on a large 
scale. 

On i'vfolccutar Dista11ces in Cah;anic Polarisation, by Mr. J. 
Larmor.-Mr. Larmor's method involves the electro-chemical 
equivalent of the liquid used, and so differs from the two 
methods previously adopted. He has obtained extremely 
accordant results. 

Cov!i1t[ of IVires in Air a1td Vacuum, by Mr. J. T. Bottomley. 
-Mr. Bottomley finds that the medium has a most marked 
cooling effect. An electric current passed through a wire, when 
surrounded by air at atmaspheric pres·mre, heated it only to 

8oo C. But when the air-pressure was uf an atmo-
19 (10)6 

sphere, the wire became red hot. The tcmpcratnre eli:! not alter 
much until the pressure became 1-100th of an atmosphere. 

An A ccount of Operations of tiLe Great Trigono
met,·ical Survey of by Major A. W. Baird.-This paper 
opened with an account of the methods formerly used in the 
determinations of relative height by the survey. The errors 
affecting these methods and the means adopted for .their elimina
tion were then pointed out. Various lines of level carried out 
to connect tidal stations lying north and south inrlicated a differ
ence of sea-level at the stations. This difference cannot be due 
to fal se levelling of the instruments producer!. in consequence of 
the illumination o! the spirit-level by the sun, for the same end. 
of the line was not always brought out highe;t, and along one 
line no difrercnce of level was perceptible. The discrepancy in 
one case amounted to three feet along the line from Bombay to 
Madras. The two weakest parts of this line were re-levelled, 
giving the same results as before. Consequently it would appear 
that the error is caused by local attractions influencing the 
instruments in greater degree than the more distant ocean. 

On the Rainfall of the British Islands, by Mr. A. lluchan.
Mr. Buchan pointed out that the greatest differences in local 
climates arise from differeaces in the rainfall. For example : 
the mean temperatures of Skye and the Moray Firth coasts for 
any month are not much different, but the rainfall in Skye is 
about four tillles that at the Moray Firth. The former is one of 
the latest and poorest grain-producing districts in Scotland, and 
the latter is just the reverse. The inquiry was based on ob
servations of rainfall made at 1080 stations in England and 
Wales, 547 in Scotland, and 213 in Ireland. They extend from 
the year 186o to the year 1883. The regions of heaviest rainfall, 
giving an average of 8o inches or upwards annually, were fonr: 
Skye and a lat·ge portion of the mainland to the south-cast as 
far as Luss, on Loch Lomond ; the greater part of the Lake 
District ; a long strip, including the more mountainous pa,·t of 
North Wales; and the mountainons district in the south-east of 
Wales. The West Highlands is the most extensive region of 
heavy rainfall in the British Islands. Its mountainous coast-line 
faces the rain-bringing winds of the Atlantic, anrl the air, being 
cooled in its passage up the lochs and valleys, the moisture is 
precipitated. At Glencoe, in this district, the heaviest rainfall 
in Scotland occurred-1z8·5 inches. The smallest rainfall was 
in a large portion of the south-east of England. The a"erage 
rainfall for the last half of the pt!riod from 1860 to 1883 was 
comparatively high, chiefly in the eastern districts. 

On a R emarkable Occurrence th< Tlzuudersturm of 
Au,,ust 6, 1885, by Mr. W. H. Precce.-A house at St. Cuth
bert's, ten miles from \Volverhamplon, is connected with that 
town hy telephone, and is also lighted by electricity. The 
dining-room was lighted by a single lamp in multiple arc with 
some other>. The telephone wire was connected to the light
ning-conductor as an earth. \Vhen the storm occurred, the 
dining-room lamp flashed up and went out, while a loud report 
was heard. The lightning-rod made bart earth, and it is be
liever! that it had been struck, and that part of the discharge 
had entered the telephone circuit and then sparked across to the 
electric-light cii·cuit. lt did not seem to have divided, but to 
have passed entirely along the one branch, including the dining
room light, the platinum wire of which was volatilised and 
deposited on the interior of the glass, a good mirror. 

.11deoro!ogy of Hm Nevis, by Mr_ A. Buchan. -'11r. B•1chan 
remarked that Ben Nevis possesses great advantages as a 
meteorological station because of its great height and its summit 
being only a'>out four miles'horizontally di stant from a sea-level 
station. Also it is in the track of the Atlantic storms, which 
exercise so great an effect on the weather of Europe, especially 
in autumn and winter. The observations made on the moun
tain are for the purpose of determining more fully the great 
movements of the atmosphere and the dependence of the 
weather upon them. Mr. Buchan called attention to the great 

of abnormal values in the thermometric and hygro
metric observations especially. The recurring periods of warmth 
c!1aracteristic of Ben Nevis do not occur at lower stations. The 
foJm peculiar to Switzerland occurs on Hen Nevis, and is 
r.lways associated with heavy rainfall in the neighbQnrhood. 
Vifhen a cyclone prevailed at the foot of the mountain there is 
;:n anticyclone at the top, and vice versa. 

On some of the Lawr whiclt Regufate the Sequence of Mea1t 
Temperature and Rainfalt i11 the Chma:e of Londvn, by Dr. 
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CourteneyFox.-Thelaws enunciated in this paper are deduced 
empirically from observations extending over the last seventy 
years. Even as detached laws they are of great value ; but 
their importance is more· evident when we consider that, as the 
author remarks, it is from such material that the future science 
of meteorology must be built up by cautious induction. Given 
that a certain month of season is in certain condition as regards 
temperature or rainfall, Dr. Fox seeks to determine what may 
be predicted of the succeeding period as regards these qualities. 
He finds that, if a spring or a summer be very cold, the succeed
ing season will be cold; and warm autumns succeed very 
warm summers. The fact of a very dry AugLtst being followed 
by a wet September i; unique. The foilowing table shows 
other results obtained. 

Characteristics. 

Very cold 

Very warm 

Very dry 
Very wet 

:Month. 

I Jan, April, June, 
1 July, Aug., Sept., Dec. 
I Jan. 

I 

June, July, Aug., 
June, July, 

Jan., March. April, 
I May, July 

Month following. 

Cold 

Dry 
Warm 
Warm 
\Varm 
Cold 

In addition the author records what follows when a given 
moath has marked temperature and moisture characteristics 
simultaneotJsly. 

Characteristics 

Warm and wet 

Warm and dry 

Cold and "et 
Cold and dry 

Month 

Nov., Dec., 
Jan., 

June, July, 
Aug., 

July, Aug., 
Dec., 
Nov. 

Afonth follo\ving 

Wet 
\Varm 
\Varm 

'vVet 
Cold 
Cold 
Dry 

A very cold and very wet summer is succeeded u,ually by a 
cold autumn. 

Donzesti<" Electric Lighting, by W. H. Preece, F.R.S. Elec
trician G. P. 0.-After referring to the full details of the lighting 
installation of his house in \Vimbledon, given to the section at 
the meeting at Montreal, Mr. Preece referred generally to the 
experiences he had gained during the past twelve months. The 
secondary batteries upon which he had mainly relied exceeded 
his e.xpectations in the services they rendered. They returned 
70 per cent. of the energy put into them without any apparent 
diminution whatever in their E. M. F. They showed no signs of 
deterioration and gave no trouble whatever. He used his gas 
engine for charging only two clays a week. He had experienced 
no fault with the wiring of his house. He had used only the 
very best materials, and had attended personally to the insulation 
of the system. It was periodically tested and found to be good. 
He referred in severe terms to the cheap and nasty wire which 
was so frequently and ignorantly used, and feared that the preju
dice against the electric light would increase when failures from 
this cause arose. None but the very best materials should be 
used, and the joints should be seen to by experts. He had de
voted considerable attention to the problem of distributing light, 
and had wcceedecl so far that while his rooms were beautifully 
illuminated the eye was not irritated by regarding a bright sJurce 
of The lamp he used was a 50 volt IO candle power glow 
lamp, and it was, as a rule, so fixed that the eye never saw it. 
He had arrived at the use of these lamps after careful considera
tion and many trials of other lamps. They secured greater 
safety in the leads, and involved Jess capital in batteries through 
the use of low E. M. F. He ran his lamp at an E. M. F. about 
2 per cent. less than the normal E. M.F. He did this to secure 
long life to his lamps. The breakage had been very small. The 
E. M. F. and current which will give a lamp a normal life of 
I,ooo hours and a certain candle power should be determined by 
every maker. The sixth power of the current will give the 
candle power and the twenty-fifth power the life with any other 
current. The great advantage of batteries is that the proper cur
rent once determined can never be exceeded, and thus efficiency 

is ensured. If lamps are mn too low there is a waste of power, if 
too high there is a waste of lamps. We are now gradually ac
quiring a thorough knowledge of the number of Watts which 
should be expended in each lamp to secure the maximum economic 
efficiency. He had introduced into the lead and into the 
discharging lead a Ferranti meter, so that he was able to record 
exactly the quantity of electricity passed through the batteries 
and that passed through the lamps. This beautiful meter is 
based on Ampere's laws which determine the attraction and re
pulsion of currents. A small phosphor-bronze vane is immersed 
in a bath of mercury, through which the current flows radially, 
fixed in a magnetic field. The me1cury rotates and carries with 
it the vane. The rate of rotation varies directly with the 
strength of current and the number of rotations are recorded by 
a counter, which can be read off directly. So far he was per• 
fectly satisfied with its performance. As regards expense, ex
cepting the first cost, he did not find much addition to his ex
penditure for illumination. His electric light was costing him 
about 5o!. a year for gas, wages, oil, and lamps. It was the 
cheapest luxury he indulged in. The great advantages were the 
comfort and cheerfulness it engendered, and as cheerfulness was 
the main element of health he thought that the electric light 
would prove a serious rival to the doctor. There was no one 
who valued health and comfort who should neglect to apply the 
electric light to his home, when it was brought, as it has been by 
the success of the secondary batteries, within his means. It was 
said that he, as an expert, could make things go which would 
fail in ordinary hands ; but he mentioned several cases where 
coachmen, butlers, gardeners, and grooms had been found 
perfectly competent and intelligent enough to attend to every
thing. 

Discussion on Stcmdm-ds of White Lig!tt.-This discussion 
was not so well sustained as the discussion on the kinetic theory. 
All the speakers agreed with the adoption of the pentane standard 
for commercial purposes. For scientific purposes a definition in 
terms of energy was deemed necessary. The eye cannot be used 
as an accurate instrument. On this point Prof. Stokes referred 
to the fact that if two equal areas differently coloured seem to 
have equally intense illumination, we have only to alter the size 
of the common area to destroy the apparent equality of intensity. 

On Photometry with the Pentane Standard, by Mr. A. Vern on 
Harcourt.-Mr. Harcourt described the construction of the 
pentane standard light, and the method of using it for photo
metric purposes. In the course of his remarks he referred to 
the meaning of the expression ''white light." Any so· called 
standard of white light is more nearly a standard of yellow light. 
He had never got a satisfactory definition of the expression, but 
supposed it to be such light as we have in ordinary daylight. 

The Constittttwn of the Luminiferous Etlzer on the Vortex 
Atom Theoty, by Prof. W. M. Hicks.-The simple incompress
ible fluid necessary on the vortex atom theory is quite incapable 
of transmitting vibrations similar to those of light. The author 
has therefore considered the possibility of transmitting waves 
through a medium which consists of this fluid modified so as to 
contam small vortex rings closely packed together. The rings 
are supposed to be composed of the same material as the rest of 
the fluid, to be very small compared with the wave· length, and 
to be at distances fr . .,m one another also small compared with 
the wave-length. Their motion of translation is als; taken to 
he so comparatively slow, that very many waves can pass over 
any one before it has much changed its position. Such a medium 
"auld probably act as a fluid for large motions. The vibration 
in the wave front may be (1) swinging, such as a ring oscillating 
on a diameter; (z) transversal vibration of the ring; (3) vibra
tions perpendicular to the !Jlane of the rings; (4) apertural 
vibrations. Of these (3) seems to be impossible. If r be the 
radius of the rings, l the distances of their planes, w their cyclic 
constant, and v the velocity of translation, the author found 

For(!) .vcxo7!J(?JY 

For (z) . . . v cxo 7!j ( J Y, 
whilst for (4) in case of rings arranged parallel to a wave-front-

(!2 + 4rz)q 

01t a Photometer made with Ttamlucent Prisms, by Mr. J. 
Joly.-In this photometer each side of the prism is illuminated 
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by one of the lights to be compared, the edge being turned to 
the observer. The great advantage here is that the two illu
minate<\ parts are placed in sharp juxtaposition. 

On a Point in the Theory of Dozeble Refraction, by R. T. 
Glazebrook.-The author suggested that the theory of double 
refraction given by Lord Rayleigh, in which the ether is sup
posed to have an effective density different in different directions, 
might be modified so as to agree with Fresnel's theory, if it be 
not necessary to acsume that the ether oft'ers an infinite resistance 
to compression, but only that, as compared with its rigidity, its 
compressibility is very great, and furth er that in a crystal the 
light vibrations are normal to the ray, not to the wave normal, 
as was pointed out by Boussinesq and referred to by Ketteler in 
some of his parers. 

On a .New and Simple Form of Calorimettr, by Prof. ,V. F. 
Barrett.-The bulb of a thermometer is made in the shape of a 
double cup. In this cup is placed the substance whose specific 
heat (say) is to be determined. The stem of the thermometer is 
horizontal, and rests on a fulcrum so that the weight of the sub
stance may be determined by using the apparatus as a balance. 
Special precautions are taken in determining the temperature of 
the substance when placed in the cup, and to prevent evapora
tion, &c. The specific heat is then given by the ordinary 
equation, 

WS(T- 8) = C(e- t), 
the constant C being determined by experiment once for all. 

On the iVon-E:xistence of Caseous Nitrogen Trioxide, by Prof. 
Ramsay. -After pointing out the inconclusive character of 
Lunge's argument in support of the ex istence of gaseous nitrogen 
trioxide, inasmuch as the use of any reagent may either decom
pose the gas or react with the products of its dissociation-viz. 
NO and N 20 4(N02), as though they consisted of N 20 3 itself, 
the author shows the only criterion of the ex istence of this gas 
to be its vapour density. He finds that N02 may be mixed 
with NO without effecting any change in volume, and therefore 
no combination, or only a very slow combination, can take place 
between these gases. The vapour density of the first portion 
of the gas obtained by distilling liquid N 20 3 is found to be 
22 ·35, a result which accords fairly well with what the dEnsi ty 
should be, supposing it to be a mixture of N20.1, J:\ 0 2, and N 0, 
having the empirical composition N 20 3• Supposing the gas 
weighed to contain no N 20 4 , an assumption not warranted by 
facts, and consist of NO and N09 , then, in order to make the 
specific gravi ty 22·35, 17·63 per c-ent. of J\' 20,. must be added 
to the mixture. These facts the author cons iders as deciding 
the point against the existence of gaseous nitrogen trioxide. 

Of,servations on some A.ctioHs of a Grove's Cas Battery, by 
Prof. Ramsay.-The action of an ordinary Grove's gas battery 
can be explained by supposing that, at the point of contact 
between the platinum, hydrogen, and liquid, a decomposition of 
the water molecule takes place, its oxygen uniting with the 
hydrogen gas to form water, whilst the hydrogen is liberated 
from molecule to molecule until the free gas arrives at the 
point of contact of the platinum, the oxygen, and liquid .: 
here it unites with the oxygen gas, forming water. If the liquid 
in the battery be coloured with indigo sulphuric acid, the author 
finds the indigo in contact with the hydrogen to undergo no 
changes, whereas that in contact with the oxygen is discoloured, 
a change probably due to the oxidation of the indigo to isatine. 
Hydrogen, therefore, in uniting with oxygen, does not bleach 
.indigo. Now if, in the ordinary gas battery, the acid be re
placed by a saturated solution of sodium chloride- and hydrogen, 
and chlorine be substituted for hydrogen and oxygen, the indigo 
is found to be bleached on both sides, the bleaching taking place 
from above downwards, and taking place at once on admitting 
the chlorine, but some time is required before the reduction 
by the hydrogen is evident. These experiments show that when 
hydrogen unites with chlorine it is in a more active state tha11 
when it unites with oxygen. To explain this difference the 
author suggests that, when a molecule of hydrogen unites with 
a molecule of chlorine, atomic hydrogen exists for a mo:nent, 
and this, in presence of indigo, reduces it to indigo-white. In 
the case of hydrogen and oxygen the union of two molecules of 
the former with one molecule of the latter may be effected with
out the hydrogen assuming the atomic condition, whereas the 
oxygen nnist assume the atomic or nascent condition, to which 

the bleaching of the indigo may be ascribed ; or it may be that 
ozone or hydrogen peroxide are formed. These phenomena 
may, therefore, be regarded as chemical evidence corroborative 
of the method of expressing the union of these gases 
with one another :-

H 2 + Cl 2 == HCl + HCI. 

On tlte Spontaneous Pdymerisation of Volatile Hydrocarbons 
at t.l,e Ordinary Atnwsp!teric Temperatures , hy Sir H. E. Roscoe, 
LL.D., F.R.S.-The attention of the author was drawn by Mr. 
Stavdey, of \Vest Bromwich, to a camphor·like solid, formed 
from the more v0latile liquid hydrocarbon>, produced by de
composing crude phenol at a red heat. The' change from the 
liquid to the solid state wa':, at first, supposed to be due to the 
inRuencc of the oxygen of the air, but invest igation has shown 
the solid to be a hydrocarbon having the formula C 10H 12, and 
the change to be one of polymerisation. This solid hydro
carbon undergoes a further polymeric change when heated in a 
sealed tube a t 180°. The author finds also that the first runnings 
of ordinary coal tar, whit:h distil below 30', are, on keeping in 
sealed tubes, converted spontaneously into this solid hydrocarbon 
c1oii12· 

On some New Vanadium Compounds, by J. T. Brierley.-The 
compounds de>cribecl form a series of well·defineci crystalline 
salts of purple or dark green colour, possessing a metallic lustre, 
which contain both the oxides V20 4 and V20 5, and may be 
regarded as vanadate-vanadites. These sa lts are formed by 
adding a caustic alkali to the dark green liquicl formed by 
adding h::povanadic sulphate to a solution of an alkaline meta
vanadate. The composition of the sodium, potassium, :md 
ammonium salts are represented by the following formula :-
2V204. V 20 5 • 2Na20+ 13H20., zV20 4 • V,052K20+6H 20, 
and4V20 4 • 2V20 5 • (NI-T4)20+ r4H 20. 

The Essential Food of Plants, by T. Jamieson, F. C. S., 
F.I. C. -\'Vhilst no doubt exists as to the essent io.l character of 
the elements of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen as con
stituents of the food of plants, the evidence in support of the 
elements phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, calcium, sulphur, 
iron, and chlorine to be regarded in this light cnnnot be con
siclerccl conclusive. A little consideration show.> the two 
elem ents, iron anci chlorine, have but li ttle clnim to be con
siclered as essential to the food of plants, and the experiments, 
of which an accoun t was given in th is paper, were made by the 
author with the view of vindicating the right of the five remain
ing elements to be so considered. These investigations were 
condttcted at an experimental station· in Sussex and also at one 
in Aberdeenshire, the nature of the soil in both cases being 
specially favomable. The method adoptee\ consistec} in observ
ing the effects on plants grown in similar soil and under similar 
conditions, when supplied with manures, containing all these 
elements and comparing the results with those· obtained when 
one or other of these elements was withheld. These experimenb 
seem to provide proof that sulphur must be discarded from the 
iist of essentials, while some doubt is thrown on even lime and 
magnesia. At the same time striking confirmation is afforded 
of the essential characters of both phosphorus a11<l potassium. 

A Plea for tlte Empiric iVamill'{ of Or,,;mlic Compounds, by 
Prof. Odling, M.A., F.R.S.-Verbal translations of the struc
tural formulre assigned to organic compounds possess certain 
advantages as names for the several compounds. Thus, they 
are applicable to all organic compounds of which the structural 
formula: are made out ; they are the only sort of names applic· 

. able to complex isomeric compounds ; and their use cannot be 
1 dispensed with wholly in the case of even less complex com

pounds. N otwithstanding these . advantages, structural names 
constitute unsuitable names for general usc, more especially as 
applied to fundamental hydrocarbons, alcohols, and acids. They 
are objectionable for this use by reason of their length, com
plexity, and want of ready indicativeness ; by the ci rcums(ance 
of their being based on conceptions of chemical constitution of a 
kind pointed out by experience as eminently liable to change; 
and by the further circumstance of their represen ting a one
sided and, so far, an untruthful notion of the bodies designated. 
Structural names, expressing other than a distorted view of the 
constitution of. all but a few of the most simpl e of organic bodies, 
are impracticable by reason of their lengt h and complexity. 
H ence, to avoid the distortion inseparable from the use of any 
single structural name for an organic body, the only expedient 
is the assignment t·:> each body, in proportion to its complexity, 
of an incle6nite nnmber of structural names, a proceeding almost 
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tantamount to not assigning it any particular name at all. 
Althot1gh from their number and complexity, organic bodie3 can 
only be designated by names which do in some measure describe 
and characterise them, the primary purpose of a name is un
doubtedly to designate, and not to describe. Accordingly, with 
a view to the prompt mental association of object with name, 
brief empiric names, based on the origin and properties of 
bodies, are, wherever practicable, to be preferred to structural 
names. As regards isomeric bodies, they may to a large extent 
be advantageously distinguished from one another by means of 
significant letters or syllables prefixed to the name common to 
the different isomers. But the suggested use of the particular 
letters a, {3, J', each in a special sense ; also a general resort to 
the particles hydro-, oxi-, and hydroxi- as name-components; 
and, more especially, the innovation of substituting the word 
"hydroxide" for the long-established word "hydrate" are 
practices open to grave objection. 

The Periodic L'1w, as illustrated h)' artailt Ph:J•sical PrJp,·r
ties o/ Organic Compounds, by Prof. Thos. Carnelley, D. Sc.-In 
this paper the author shows that the physical properties of the 
normal halogen and alkyl compounds of the hydrocarbon radi
cals exhibit numerous relationships, which, with one exception, 
are similar to those which he has shown to exist between the 
normal halogen or the alkyl compounds of the elements. It 
appears that the physical properties of the following fonr classes 
of comp)unds obey the same rules :-(r) The halogen com
pounds of the elements-i.e. of elements with elements. (z) 
The alkyl compounds of the elements. (3) The halogen com· 
pounds of the hydrocarbon radicals. (4) The alkyl compounds 
of the hydrocarbon radicals--i.e. of hydrocarbon radicals with 
hydrocarbon radicals. The relationships referred to have been 
tested in no less than 6rr7 cases, 5 per cent. only of which are 
exceptions. 

Su_g,gestions as to the Cause (Jf the Pr:Tio(iic La-zi.,', and t!u: ... ''oluture 
of tilt' Chtmica! Elements, by Prof. Thos. Carnelley, D. Sc.-The 
truth of the periodic Ia w of the chemical elements is now gener
ally cello wed by most chemists. Nevertheless, but little hccs 
been clone towards attaining a reasonable explanation of the law. 
The object of tLis pape,·, therefore, is to after a few suggestions 
on this subject. Granting the truth of the periodic law, we 
cannot help theorising as to its cause, and thence by a natural 
step as to the nctture of the elements themselves. Even long 
before the discovery of the law many chemists had pointed out 
certctin numerical relationships existing between the atomic 
weights of bodies belonging to a given group, and had hence 
supposed that the elements belonging to the several natural 
groups were not primary, but were made up of tw() or more 
simpler elements. These conclusions, however, were more or 
less fragmentary, and referred only to particular groups of 
elements. In the light of the periodic law the author has made 
a general extension of the fragmentary conclusions of Dnmas, 
and hccs brought that law into jnxtaposition with an extended 
generalisation of the analogy of the elements with the hydro
carbo" radicals. His conclusions are based on the relationships 
which he has obs<:rved to obtain between certain physical pro
perties and the atomic weights of the elements, and those of 
their compounds (see previous paper). A careful coniideration 
of the points submitted leads almost irresistibly to the conclusion 
that the elements are analogous to the hydrocarbon radicals in 
both form and function. This is a conclusion which, if tme, 
would further lead us to infer that the elements arc not ele· 
ments in the strict sense of the term, but are built up of (at 
least) two primary elements, A (=carbon at. wt. 12), and B 
(ether at. wt .. - z), which by their combination produce a 
series of compounds (viz. our present elements), which are 
analogous to the hydrocarbon rallicals. If the above theory of 
the constitution of the elements be true, the perio,]ic law would 
follow as a matter of course, and we should therefore he able to 
represent the clements by so.lle such general formula as 
A, l),n+(z-x'' analogous to that for the hydrocarbon radicals, 
C, H,,c,,_,1, in which n =the series, and x the group to which 
the clement or hydrocarbon radical belong.s. 1 Assuming the 
truth of the theory here advanced, it is ·interesting to observe, 
that whereas the hydrocarbJns are Clmpounds of carbon and 
hydrogen, the chemical elements would he compounds of carbon 
with ether, the two sets of being generated in an exactly 
analogous manner from their respective elements. There wonlcl 

1 Cf . .ALney's researches on the infrct-red ab::::orption spe :tra of c.uLon 
compounds (Proc. Roy. Soc., 31, 416), also tbe article on the Deco-npo_:.ition 
of Didymium-by \Velsbach in YO!. :Xx\·j, p 435· 

hence be three primitive elements-viz., carbon, hydrogen, and 
ether. Finally, it may be staled that this theory wottld remove 
the chief objections which have been urged against the periodic 
law, whilst the existence of elements of identical atomic weights 
and isomeric with one another would be possible. May not 
Ni and Co, Ru and Rh, Os and lr, and some of the rare earth 
metals be isomers in this sense? 

The Value of the Refraction Goniometer in Chemical Work, 
by Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S.-The principal points illus
trated and enforced in this communication were (I} that the 
index of refraction and length of spectrum are important physical 
properties of any substance ; (2} the specific refraction and specific 
dispersion may be serviceable : (a) in determining the purity of 
a substance, (b) in the analysis of such a mixture as ethyl and 
methyl alcohols, (c) as a guide in the investigation of organic 
compounds, (d} as arbiter between rival views as to the consti
tution and structure of particular chemical compounds. 

Rc/r<¥Ction of Fluorine, by G. Gladstone.-From a comparison 
of the observations on fluorspar, cryolite, and several artificial 
fluorine compounds, the author shows the refraction eqni,'alent 
of fluorine to range from o·3 to o·S, the mean of the whole series 
of determination being o·6. Thus, taking the highest estimate, 
the specific refraction of this element is scarcely equal to half 
that of any other substance. 

1Vote on the Conditions of the Dt7Nlojmmt and of the Activity 
of Cl!loraph;,zt, by Prof. Gilbert, LL.D., F. R. S.-An account of 
some experiments made in with Dr. \V. J. Russell, 
which show a close connectiOn to exist between the formation 
of chlorophyll and the amount of nitrogen assimilated by 
pla'lts ; the amount of carbon assimilated is not, however, in 
proportion to the chlorophyll formed, unless a sufficiency of 
mineral substances, required by the plants, is available. In 
cases where both _nitrogen?us and nnnures were applied 
a lower proportiOn ot mtrogen assimilated and chlorophyll 
formed over a given area was observed, ''"hich is no doubt due 
to the greater assi_milation of carbon and consequent greater 
form::ttion of nonhnltrogenous substances) although the an1ounts 
of nitrogen assimilated and chlorophyll formed were as great, if 
not greater. 

On the Adion of SoJium Aicoholates on Fumaric and Jlfa!eic 
Etliers, by Prof. Pardie, Ph.D., B.Sc.-By the action of :o.iium 
mdlzylate on etlz,vlitful!larate, meth;,lic met!zo.xyJuccinate is formed, 
from which met!wxysuccinic acid can be obtained, a crystalline 
solid melting at ror"-ro3o; this same acid is obtained from the 
products ofthe reaction of sodium methylate on et4;,!ic maleate 
or hJ•dt·ic metliy!ic maleate. Similarly an eth.oxysucdnic acid is 
obtained by the action of sodium ethylate on etlz)1ic fumarat,·, 
also by its action on hJ'dric ethJ'lic •r.a!eate. Thus fumaric and 
maleic acids yield alkyloxy-succinic acids, which are identical 
with one another, or, if not identical, resemble one another so 
closely that their isomerism must be of the same character as 
that of substances wl1ich differ from one another onlv in their 
optical and crystallographic characters. " 

On Sulp!zi1Ze Salts derived from Etliy!ene Sulphide, by Orme 
Masson, M.A., D.Sc. (Edin.).-Ethylene sulphide, when heated 
at r6o", is converted into diethylene sulphide S(C,H,1).,S, an 
ethereal sollltion of which, when mixetl with methyl i-;,dide, 
unites with the latter to form dietll.vlnu sulphide metll)'l sulp!tine 
iodide S(C 2H 4},S.CH3 I, which is a crystalline compound soluble 
in water, but insoluble in alcohol or ether. From this compollnd 
a series of the su!phim salts have been prepared, which resemble 
the salts of trimethyl sulphine in their behaviour when heated, 
but differing from these compounds in the ease with which they 
are decomposed by caustic alkalis with the formation of didhJ'l
e!le sulphide methyl sulphine h;,Jr,•.xide (C,H4),S2CII30H. The 
compounds obtained by Dehn (Anualc·n, Supp. iv. 83) by heat
ing together ethyl sulphide, ethylene bromide, and water to
gether in sealed tubes, and styled "sulphinic salts" by him, 
were, in all probability, dimethylene sulphine-methyl·sulphine 
derivatives. 

On an apparently mw Hydrocarbon ji-om Disti!!eJ J'apa;teu 
Petroleum, by Dr. Divers and T. Nakamum.-A description of 
a yellow solid hydrocarbon found amongst the final products of 
the distillation of the petroleum from the wells at Sagara. The 
hydrocarbon melts at z8o'-285', and has a composition <:xpressed 
by the formula (C 4H 3ln· 

The Composition of I·Vat<r by Volume, by Dr. A. Scott, :Yf. A., 
D. Sc.-After pointing ottt the desirability of renewed deter
minations of the exact proportions in which hydrogen and 
oxygen co:nbine with one another, inasrnuch as neither of these 
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gases obey Boyle's law exactly, the author gave a description of 
the apparatus he had employed in making such determination<, 
which allowed the use of considerable volumes of these gases. 
The results obtained show the ratio not to be exactly that of 
1 vol. of oxygen to 2 vols. of hydrogen ; but the proportions are 
I : I '994 or I : I '9935 ; or, if the impurity be supposed to exist 
in the oxygen alone, then the ratio is 1 : 1 '996. The gases were 
examined as to their purity, the results indicating the presence 
of '2 c. c. to '3 c. c. of foreign gas in the 450 c. c. used. 

In a communication entitled 0" Solutionr !if Ozone a>td the 
Chemical Actio>t !if Liquid Oxygen, Prof. Dewar gave a descrip· 
tion of the apparatus and method employed by him in the lique· 
faction of such gases as oxygen, &c., and after discussing the 
conditions required for the successful conversion into the liquid 
state of the so·called permanent gases, he gave an account of 
some experiments made with liquid oxygen. At - 130" liquid 
oxygen loses the active characters possessed by this element in 
the gaseous state ; it is without action on phosphorus, sodium, 
potassium, solid sulphuretted hydrogen, and solid hydriodic acid. 
Other substances appear to undergo similar changes at very low 
temperatures ; thus liquid ethylene and solid bromine may be 
brought in contact without any action taking place, whereas 
gaseous ethylene and liquid bromine unite directly at the ordinary 
temperatures. Hautefeuille and Chapuis by subjecting a mixture 
of carbonic anhydride and ozone to great pressure obtained a 
blue liquid, the colour of which is due to the ozone. If ozonised 
air be passed into carbon disulphide at - 100°, the liquid assumes 
a blue colour, which disappears if the temperature be allowed 
to rise, and at a certain point a decomposition, resulting in the 
production of sulphur, takes place. The best solvent for ozone 
is a mixture of silicon tetrafluoride and Russian petroleum. 
These solutions of ozone are without action on metallic mercury 
or silver. Prof. Dewar, in remarking on the liquefaction of 
nitric oxide, stated that a comparison of its curve of liquefaction 
with that of methane shows the pressure to increa•e more rapidly 
with the temperature in the case of nitric oxide than in other 
gases, a fact which would appear to indicate, that at low tem
peratures the molecule of nitric oxide is of greater complexity, 
and probably exists as N 20 2• An account was given of some of 
Cailletet's experiments on the electrical conductivity at low tern· 
peratures, which seemed to indicate that as the limit - 220° was 
approached ordinary eleccrical conductors become alJl •st perfect 
conductors. 

On the use of Sodium or othe•· Soluble A luminates for Soften;n: 
and Purifying Hard and ImfJu•·e Water, and Deottwisin.t:: and 
Precipi'a!ing Sewage, Waste Water from Factories, &c., by F. 
Maxwell Lyte, F.C.S., F.I.C.-The advantages attending the 
use of sodium or other soluble aluminates for the above purposes 
are dependent upon their easy decomposition with the produc
tion of a precipitate of hydrated alumina, which removes 
organic matter, and further by their use the temporary hardness 
may be completely destr,,yed, and the permanent hardness 
reduced. 

Some Nec<J Crystallised of Copper, Zinc, awl Irmt 
Su!phates, by J. Spiller, F.C.S.-The author gave an account 
of the preparation of a large series of double sulphates of copper 
and iron, zinc and iron, and copper and zinc. 

In a communication on Barium Sulphate as a Cementin.f{ 
Mal erial for S·mdstone Prof. Clowes pointed out that, although 
Bischof mentioned instances of foreign sandstones in which the 
material cementing the sand grains together was barium 
sulphate, it appeared that up to the present time no such sand
stone had been met with in the United Kingdom. Having 
learned that opinions differed regarding the calcareous nature of 
certain new red sandstone beds in . the neighbourhood of 
Nottingham, he undertook to examine the chemical composition 
of these sandstones, and procured specimens of the sandstone 
from different levels. On being analysed, the sandstone was 
found to contain barium sulphate in varying proportions, at 
present being determined, while some of the lower beds also 
contained calcium carbonate. In some of the sandstone beds 
the barium sulphate was very unequally distributed, forming a 
network or a series of small masses more or less spherical in 
shape. In such sandstone the sand grains between the sulphate 
streaks and patches were quite loose, the result being that the 
weathered surface presented a honeycombed appearance. · To 
explain the presence of tJ:te barium sulphate he suggested that it 
might have been deposited along with the sand ; but if such had 
been the case it had certainly undergone a physical change, as it 
now existed in a firm, compact, and crystalline condition. It 

would, therefore, appear that it had been either deposited from 
aqueous solution or that it had been rendered by a 
slow rercolation of a solvent liquid through the sedimentary 
deposit, or owed its origin to the action of water containing 
calcium sulphate passing through sandstone cemented originally 
with barium carbonate. 

NOTES 
BoTANISTS will learn with very great regret of the death of 

Mr. Edmond Boissier, the learned and indefatigable author of 
the "Flora Orientalis," and many other important works on 
Systematic Botany. \Ve have received no particulab, but we 
imagine his death must have been somewhat sudden, for the 
event was quite unexpected by his friends in this country. As 
recently as the m?nth of August Prof. Oliver heard from him, 
the communication relating to the Supplements to the " Flora 
Orientalis," on which the deceased botanist has been for some 
time engaged, and in which he wished to incorporate the 
botanical results of Dr. Aitchison's latest investigations in 
Afghanistan. Boissier's career as a botanist may be said to 
have with his travels in Spain in 18:n, when he 
collected the materials published in his "Voyage Botanique 
dans l'Espagne," a richly illustrated work which appeared at 
intervals from 1839 to 1845. He subsequently travelled and 
botanically explored various parts of South·eastern Europe and 
Asia Minor. Independently of his larger works he pub
lished, separately, diagnoses of the exceedingly large number of 
undesct·ibcd species he found from within the limits of his 
"Flora Orientalis," the first volume of which appeared in 1867, 
and the last in 1881. This work alone is sufficient to place the 
author in the first rank of a school of distinguished systematists, 
now alas fast disappeo.ring without leaving a corresponding 
rising generation to take up the work where they have left it. 
Like the late Mr. Bentham, M. Boissier waq in a rposition to 
give his undivided attention to the science he had chosen, and 
like him he laboure:l unceasingly ; and it is to be hoped that 
the supplement to the "Flora Orientalis" is in a sufficiently 
forward state for publication. Among other things the vast 
genus Euphorbia furnished materials for several valuable 
works, including a monograph . of all the species, and a folio 
volume containing figlll-es of I2o species. Mr. Edmond 
Boissier was a Foreign Member of the Linnean Society, having 
been elected in 1 86o : and fwm his constant readiness to give 
others the benefit of his extensive knowledge, he enjoyed the 
esteem and admirati:m of a wide circle of botanists. 

THE death is announced, at the age of seventy·eight years, of 
Mr. John Muirhead, one of the very few survivors of the early 
days of telegraphy, and close! y connected with its practical 
development. Mr. Muirhead, in conjunction with Mr. Latimer 
Clark and Mr. W. M. Warden, of Birmingham, founded the 
house now known as Latimer Clark, Muirhead, and Co., more 
than a quarter of a century ago. It was from this manufactory 
that Mr. Muirhead intro<luced the form of battery which bears 
his name, a form so eminently portable and practical that it has 
become the model for mo>t of the existing batteries, while con
tinuing itself to he large! y em played. 

A Timrs telegram d1ted Philadelphia, September 27, states 
that the President of the U nitecl States has asked Prof. Alexander 
Agassiz to accept the post of Superintendent of the Coast 
Survey. 

A REMARKABLE memoir on the development of the sternum 
in birds, prepared by Miss Beatrice Lindsay, of Girton College, 
and communicated to the Zoological Society of London lJy Dr. 
H. Gadow at their meeting on June 16 last, will appear in the 
forthcoming number of the Society's Proceedings. Miss Lindsay, 
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